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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
The person who has the ability
to select the mood he desires,
Is indeed fortunate.
Wanting to borrow some money
to make a six-month tour of
Europe, a man went to the bank
where he had done business for
Years. The hank refused the
loss.
He went to another bank and
obtained the loan without any
difficulty. Then he bought a
five-pound fish, had it wrapped,
and put it in his safe-deposit
box at the first hank as he
joyfully left town for its
months.

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Mond* Afternoon, December 29, 1969

No Further
Word On Toy
Lenning

Explosive Powder
Nam* Misses
Agnew In Manila
PATRICK J. KILLEN

MANILA (UPI) — A fourinch bottle of explosive powder,
thrown from a group of antiAmerican demonstrators, narrowly missed Viet President
Spiro T. Agnew's limousine today outside the U.S. Embassy.
There were no injuries.
The incident occurred a few
A Tufted Titmouse enjoying
the oatmeal we put out until hours after the vice president
we could get some Sunflower arrived in Manila, the first atop
seeds which are more to his on his 23-day, 10-nation Asian
goodwill trip.
liking.
A police spokesman said the
After nearly two days of com- bomb was thrown by one of
plete absence, the Squirrels about 100 Filipino youths who
made their appearance yester- lest begun demonstrating outday. They paid little attention side the building a short time
to the cold and froliced in the earlier. One suspect was arsnow, digging down through it rested.
The spokesman said two other
for treasured Acorns and Hickory Nuts they had put away fur bombs were tossed outside the
embassy entrance before Agjust such an cceasion.
new's arrival. They caused no
They chased one another with damage and no arrests were
abandon. One such chase end- made.
Agnew appeared later at the
ed abruptly with one Squirrel
hanging over a limb, his tail head of a reception line to
dangling in the slight breeze, greet several hundred Ameriand the other hidden from view can and Filipino guests. It was
on the opposite side of our fay- not known if he was aware of
the incident.
3rite stump.
Agnew arrived in Manila
bearing gifts of pieces of moon
They maintained these positions rock and space pictures for the
tor some sixty seconds or so, Philippines.
before the one on the stump
Agnew told a small airport
left his perch and headed for audience his limited experience
the Post Oak. This brought im- in foreign affairs did not permit
mediate action from the other. him to make pronouncements
Ha sprang to the ground and about Asia bet added that his
raced to the small Ash which pretrip homework had given
he mounted and froze in a pas- him great respect for accomakin from which he could view plishments of the Philippino
the landscape.
people.
Heavy security was in effect
The play was temporarily inter- at the airport and along the
rupted when 'a big Yellow motorcade route to downtown
Shafted Flicker swooped into Manila, where Agnew placed a
wreath at a monument. He then
(CentInued on Page litelfA) was driven to the presidential

Cost Of Government Here
In Calloway Record Low
(Special to the Leafier a Times) of its kind since 1962, based
upon the latest Census of GovNEW YORK, Dec. 29 — Just
ernments. Such surveys a re
how much it costs, per capita,
made every five _years.
to keep the wheels of governIn it are detailed, for each of
ment turning in Calloway Counthe 3,000-odd counties in the
ty, as compared with the cost
United States, the revenues, exin other communities, is brought
penditures and outstanding debt
out in a new study released by
Incurred in connection with lothe Department of Commerce.
cal government operations.
The figures are contained in
indicated is how much is
a voluminous report, the first
spent in each area, per resident,
for schools, roads, police and
fire protection, health, welfare,
housing, sanitation, general administration and the many
other functions performed.
In Calloway County, the fi(Continued on Page Eight)

Death Claims
City Woman

Mrs. Jordan
Dies Sunday

Mrs. Byrd Ezell of 415 South
9th Street, Murray, was claimed
by death Sunday at 11:55 p.m
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She had been in ill health
for some time, but was taken
Mrs. Rosa V. Jordan passed
to the hospital on Sunday af- away Sunday at 4:15 p.m. at the
ternoon. She was the former Murray-Calloway County HospiJewel Jones, daughter of the tal. She was 92 years of age.
late William Jones and Mary
Miller Jones. Mrs. Ezell was The deceased was the widow
born August 11, 1895 in Callo- of Milton B. Jordan and was
preceded in death by her son,
way County.
The deceased, age 74, was a Paul L. Jordan last July.
member of the First United MeMrs. Jordan was born in
thodist Church and the Wood- Princeton and was a resident of.
men of the World. Her husband, Paducah before moving to Loulityrd Emil, preceded her in isville thirteen years ago. She
death on January 3 of this was a charter member of St
year.
Luke's United Methodist Church
Survivors are two daughters, Paducah
Mrs. Grover W. (Helen) James
Survivors are one grandof Murray Route Four and Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Harry Conley of
L. N (Dorothy) LaFever of Fort Murray; three great graniWorth, Texas; one sister, Mrs. daughters,
Audrey,
Missee
Will Belcher of Benton Route Brenda, and Carolyn Conley of
One; eight grandchildren; fif- Murray; her daughter-in-law,
teen great grandchildren.
Mrs. Paul L. Jordan of LouisThe funeral will be held at ville.
the chapel of the J. H. ChurFuneral services will be held
chill Funeral Some at a time Tuesday at two p.m. at the Roth
and date to be announced lat- Funeral Chapel, Paducah, with
er.
Rev. Hoyt Owen officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Burial will be in the Oak
Cemetery with the arrange- Grove Cemetery at Paducah
ments by the Mull, Churchill with the arrangements by the
Funeral Home where friends Roth Funeral Home, Paducah,
may call.
here friends may call.

Malacanag Palace, his accom
modations for the night.
Accompanying Agnew and his
wife on the trip were astronaut
Eugene A. Cernan and Mrs.
Cernan. The astronaut was a
member of the Apollo 10 crew.
"We stand together on the
threshhold of a new decade
which holds challenge as well
as bright promise for both our
rations," Agnew told an airport
crowd that included Vice President and Mrs. Fernando Lope* and Foreign Secretary Carlos P. Romulo.
Agnew said that on President
Nixon's instructions, Cernan
had brought with him moon
rocks and several photographs
of the Philippines taken from
space.
The highlight of the vice
president's four-day stay in the
Philippines is Tuesday's inauguration of President Ferdinand E. Marcos, recently elected
to an unprecedented second
term.
While no official announcement has been made, it is considered a strong possibility that
Agnew would make a New
Year's Eve side trip to South
Vietnam, a 90-minute Jet flight
away.
Only a few hundred members of the public welcomed Agnew at the airport and they
were restricted to the public
galleries on the terminal's roof.
There were no demonstrations.
Air Force Two touched down
shortly before 3 p.m. after a
five-hour flight from Guam.

Spiro T. Agite‘v

WEATHER REPORT
Press International

West Kentucky: Occasion*
rain and a few thunderstorm
today. Rain becoming mike
with or changing to snow main
ly north portion before ending
Tuesday. Cloudy through Tuesday. Cool today and early tonight then turning colder late
tonight and Tuesday. High today 30s northwest to 40i southeast. Lows tonight mainly in
the 30s. High Tuesday 30s and
low 40s. Probability of precipitation greater than 90 per cent
today and tonight and diminish.
Mg to 50 per cent southwest to
80 per cent northeast Tuesday.
Outlook for Wednesday considerable cloudiness and cold.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Kentucky: Temperatures will
average 4 to 8 degrees below
normal Tuesday through Saturday with only minor day to day
changes. Normal highs are 41
to 50 and normal lows are 23 to
31.

No further word has been
received an Toy Leming who
is feared to have gone down
in his twin-engine plane in the
rugged Cumberland Mountains
near Crossville, Tennessee.
Leaning was reported missing
Last Tuesday when he dropped
from radar screens on an instrument landing at Crossville.
He had been cleared for landing and had a reported six and
one-half hour fuel reserve when
he dropped from sight.
Lenning, 56, was an experienced pilot and mechanic as
well as having an excellent
knowledge of his electronic
gear.
Local pilots have said that
he may have been the victim
of "clear ice" on his wings.
When this ice forms, it negates
the air foil principal on which
airplane flight is based.
It is hoped that Leaning survived a landing in the rugged
mountains and is awaiting rescue from search parties.
The weatherman cffered little hope today for immediate
resumption of the search for
Lenning. Bad weather has plagued searchers since last Tuesday when the 56-year-old pree
Ident of Lcnning Flying Ser.
vice, Inc., apparently crashed
in the rugged Cumberland
Mountain area near Crossville,
Tennessee.
Heavy rain and deep snow
cover in the area prevented any
search Sunday.
Leaning has flown since 1946
and owned two planes, a single
engine and a twin-engine Piper
Commanche which he was flying at the time.

10* Per Copy

Two Car Collision
Occurs Saturday
On South 4th
A two car collision occurred
Saturday at 10:20 a. m. on South
4th Street, according to the report filed by the investigating
officers of the Murray Police
Department. No injuries were
reported.
Cars involved were a 1968
Volkswagen two door owned
by Glen Brandon and driven
by Coral May Brandon of Murray Route Five, and a 1969
Buick Electra driven by Florene Foster Lassiter of Hazel.
Ttle Brandion oar was backing from a parking space on
South 4th Street and collided
with the Lassiter car going north on South 4th Street, according to the police report.
Damage to the Brandon car
was on the rear end and to the
Lassiter car on the right roar
panel.

Vol. LXXXX No. 306

Two Homes Leveled
In Separate Fires
Over. Past Weekend

Fire destroyed a house on from his bed out a window of
North 16th Street Extended, his home to escape flames
outsidethe city limits of Mur- which had engulfed the house.
Rickman, age 21, was taken
ray, this morning about 1:30.
The house was owned by Al- to the emergency room of the
fred Wells and according to re- Murray-Calloway County Hosports no one was living in the pital where he was treated for
house at the time of the fire. cuts on the back of the hand
Wells was next door with his and wrist, according to hospital
invalid mother at the time of officials.
The Rescue Squad was called
the fire.
Eddie Jennings of the Mur- to the scene but the house was
ray-Calloway County Civil De- almost burned to the ground
fense Rescue Squad said the when the squad arrived. The
fire was spotted by a reside.nt two-story brown siding house,
of University Heights Trailer owned by Gene Rickman, was
Court who notified the Murray located west of the Kingswood
Subdivision on the Wisivell
City Police.
The City police notified the Road.
Murray Fire Department who
Deputy Sheriff Calton Morsent
one truck to the scene, gan and Calloway County Corohas
been
received
of
Word
the death of Mrs. Flora Jackson and the Rescue Squad; but the ner Max Churchill were called
house was completely destroy- to the sgene when it was thowho died last night at a hospied almost before help arrived. ught at first that Mrs. Ricky
tal in Flint, Mich.
A tool shed near the house Rickman was in the house It
Mrs. Jackson is formerly from
was
saved by the fire depart- was later ascertained that Mrs.
Murray and is survived by two
ment and the rescue squad. This Rickman was at the home of
sisters, Mrs. B. T. Waters, 403
same house was damaged by her mother, Mrs. Evan Kelley.
South 6th Street, Murray, and
fire several years ago, accordFlint,
of
Whaley
Mrs. Bertha
ing to the Rescue Squad officMich.
ials.
The body is being returned
Rickman Escapes
to the J H. Churchill Funeral
morning about 5:30
Sunday
friends
may
call
Home where
Route
after two p.m. on Wednesday. Ricky Rickman of Murray
Funeral arrangements are in- Seven escaped serious injury
when he was forced to jump
complete.

Mrs. Flora Jackson
Succumbs At Flint,
Mich., Last Night

Vocational School
Bid Is $1,283,123

Mrs. Bob L. Miles
Hospital Patient

Mrs. Bob L. (Mary) Miles of
A bid of $1,283,123 by Hartz 526 Whitnell Avenue, Murray,
Brothers, of Owensboro, was is a patient at the Vanderbilt
the apparent low bid of nine irespital, Nashville, Teen.
submitted Friday for construc- The Murray woman was taktion of the Daviess County Area en to the Nashville Hospital on
Vocational School, Owensboro. Christmas Eve night and is now
undergoing tests and treatment.
Picket lines were set up by The building will he a one
Mrs. Miles is the daughter of
story
affair
containing
62,247
the members of the Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Trevathan.
square
feet,
with
instructional
Local 1642 of the International
area for -welding, auto mecha- Mr. Miles is employed by the
Rain started fallisig in the IAFF on Saturday.
nics and repair, bookkeeping, TVA. They have two sons, DarMurray area Saturday night and
Jerry: Jones, president of the
office
machines and industrial ren and David.
has almost been steady since Local, said the firemen were
Officers for Murray Lodge
electricity.
that time. It was still raining picketing for better wages and
105 F & AM were elected last
BABSON'S REPORT
endeavor to get recogThe project is part of the ;25
Saturday night at the lodge hall at ten o'clock this morning. also to
local
John Ed Scott, local weather nition by the city for ther
million building program anon Main street.
The Ledger and Times will
nounced earlier by Gov. Louie publish the annual Babson
Dee Lamb was named Master, observer, said that 2.2 inches union.
of
rain
fell
from
8:30
a.m.
SunTwo men are walking the B. Nunn.
Howard McNeely, Senior WardReport on the forecast for
en and Jimmy D. Bell, Junior day to eight o'clock this morn- picket lines throughout the day
The next lowest bid was $1,- the coming year in Tuesday's
n front of the fire station at 324,491 by Clark Engineering edition. This report is comWarden. Other officers elected, ing.
From the period it started on he City Hall.
were Guthrie B. Churchill,
and Construction Co., also af piled by experts with a high
degree of accuracy over the
Treasurer and Rue! E. Stalls, Saturday until Sunday at 8:30
All firemen on the shift on Owensboro.
a.m. the total rainfall was .45
Secretary.
Bids will be studied by State past several years. Look for
Wednesday, December 24, reAppointed by the Master at- inches.
ported that they were "sick" Finance Department official this comprehensive report in
Scott said that the total snowter consultation and agreement
Tuesday's Ledger and Times.
and Fire Chief Flavil Robertson before a contract is awarded.
with the Senior and Junior War- fall for the past week was 6e2 was the only fireman on duty at
dens were: Chaplain, Rev. R. A. inches. The high last night was the main station at the City
Rinker; Senior Deacon, Donald 35 and the low was 33, accord- Hall. The No. 2 station on South
W. Dugger, Junior Deacon, ing to Scott.
16th Street had been closed
Dwain McClard; Senior Stewon Tuesday, December 23, when
ard, James S. Tipton; Junior
all but three of the firemen
Steward, Jerry Bowen; Marreported in as "sick".
shal, Ila E. Douglas and Tyler,
The firemen all reported to
Joe Pat Farley.
their shift on Christmas Eve
These new officers will preafternoon after Mayor Holmes
side during the coming year.
The Kentucky Department of
Next Monday night work on Parks is all ready for the an Ellis agreed to meet with the
the Master Mason s degree will nual New Year's Day delugc firemen and an international rebe conferred with a degree of requests for lodge and catt presentative of their union.
Learn from the Calvert City' Lod- age reservations at the State
ge in charge.
Res,e1 Parks.
All members are urged to
Beginning at 8 a.m. (EST)
attend this meeting and all vis- January I the reservation desks
itors are welcome.
at the 12 State ReSort Park
lodges will accept reservation
applications for dates throughout calendar 1970 and on the
ough March 31, 1971. In order Funeral services for Mrs.
to provide an equal opportunity Opal West McClain of 804 Coldfor everyone, mailed requests water Road, Murray, were held
PARIS, Term. ILJPV — A leak- must be postmr.l.ed December Sunday at 230 p. m at the
ing gas line was blamed Sun- 28th or later, and they will be First United Methodist Church
day for an explosion which rip- honored on a first-come, first- with Rev. Morrison Galloway
ped through a Paris home leavserved basis. Applications bear- officiating.
ing two persons hospitalized
ing earlier postmarks will be Pallbearers were Robert L.
Smith, M. 0. Wrather, Edgar
with burns from the blast and returned to the senders.
fire.
Morris, Bryan Tolley, Marvin
Parks Commissioner Robe-t
Harris, and Thomas Banks. The
Pheltan Frye was treated at
Gable commented, "In the Friendship
E.
Henry County Hospital for
Class of the First
previous experience, we United
burns over much of his body light of
Methodist
Church servmonths will el as an
and then rushed to a Memphis know the summer
honorary group.
booked very quick- Entombment wa.s in
fully
become
hospital where he was in serthe Murious condition. Mrs. Frye was ly. I would advise anyone de- ray Mausoleum at the City CemState
the
reservations
at
etery with the arrangements
hospitalized here with less ser- siring
P. ,-ks for next summer to con- V the Blalock-Coleman Funerious burns.
Officials said the blast oc- tact the park of his choice by al Home.
curred when Mrs Frye lit a mail or telephone on Janualy
Mrs. McClain, age 65, died
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gingles
cigarette in the bathroom of 1st, or as soon thereafter as Saturday at 10:15 a. m. at the
Murray-Callaway County Hostheir home. The explosion tore possible."
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gingles of ors of the Bank of Murray and
the roof off the house, and
pital. She'had been in ill heal- Kirksey, will observe their Gol the West Kentucky Rural Elect
th for over five years.
awakened neighbors in a twoden Wedding anniversary or ric Cooperative.
block radius.
She was horn January 2.5, January 4.
They are the parents of three
Officials said the gas apparMrs. Gingles is the daughtei children, Rob of Murray, Mrs
(Continued on Page Eight)
ently followed a water line unof the late Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Billie Banks of Nashville, Tee
der the Frye home, entering
Potts and Mr. Gingles the son nessee and Ralph, deceased.
the house through a vent. A
of the late Dr. and Mrs. J. T.
They have nine grandchild
of Murray
Dees Bynum
THROE. CITED
neighbor pulled Frye through a Route One is a patient at the
ren.
Gingles.
1, •
front window of the house His Medical Center, Room 831, UniThe popular couple *ill be
The couple was married on
Three persons were cited for
wife managed to escape on her versity of Kentucky. Lexingtor.
January 4, 1920 by J. C. Rudd honored with an open house in
Public drunkenness by the ofown.
at leirksey. Their attendants the Red Room of the Holiday
Residents in six neighboring , Mr. Bynum was taken by a fice_ of Sberiff-Faanie- Stubble- were Mr. and Mrs. Less Ross. Inn on Sunday, January 4 from
houses were evacuated while J.
Churchill Funeral Home field over the weekend, accordMr. Gingles is a prominent- three to five in the afternoon.
workers repaired the gas line ambulance to Lexington on De ing to Deputy_ Sheriff Calton retired dairy farmer and is a
All friends and relatives are
Morgan.
leak.
•
cember 26.
member cif the board of direct- invited te attend.
"

Officers Named
For Murray Lodge
Saturday Night

* * *

Rain Of 2.2 Inches
In Past 24 Hours
Reported By Scott

Picket Lines Set
Up By Firemen At
The Main Station

Golden Wedding Anniversary

Make Reservations
Now In State Parks

Mrs.1 McClain
Passes Away

Two Hurt In Gas
Explosion at Paris

Dees Bynum Taken
To Medical Center

nok

Toll To Be
Lower Than
Predictions

by United Press International
The traffic death toll for the
102-hour Christmas holiday period will be well below National
Safety Council estimates. What's
more, it may not match a comparable nonholiday period.
"It's a case of Mother Nature
playing Santa Claus," a council
spokesman said today. "Generally inclement weather and
really heavy snow kept many
people home for the holiday."
The council had estimated
that between 800 and 920 pereons would die on the nation's
roads between 6 p.m. Wednesday and midnight Sunday, local
time. In a comparable nonholiday period, about 640 persons
would be killed in traffic accidents.
A United Press International
count at 6 a.m, showed at least
595 persons killed in traffic eccidents.
A breakdown of accidental
deaths.
Traffic

.

Planes

595
5

Fires

05

Miscellaneous

64

Total

759

Texas and California led the
states with 50 traffic deaths
each. Florida had 37, Michigan
29, Ohio and New York 25 each,
and North Carolina and Georgia
21 each. No traffic deaths were
reported in Alaska, Delaware,
Washington,
D.C.,
Nevada,
North Carolina and Vermont.

Former Sheriff Of
Graves County Dies
Charles C. Waggoner, well
known former Graves County
public official died at 12:20
p.m. Saturday at Mayfield Hosoital.
Mr. Waggoner, 66, 322 Hale
Street, Mayfield, was a Kentucky state senator for eight
years. He also was a former
Graves County sheriff and tax
commissioner. Mr. Waggoner
served as chief clerk of the state
Senate and held the post of
majority whip in the state Senate.
He is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Liva Waggoner, Mayfield;
a son, Charles C. Waggoner Jr.,
Mayfield; a brother,. Willard
Waggoner, Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Ernest Weaks, Mayfield, Mrs. Jett Allen, Graves
County, and Mrs. Pat Johnson,
Akron, Ohio.
pineral services were held
Sunday at •11 p.M, at Byrn Fun-,
eral Chapel with Rev. Richard
Denton officiating. Burial was
in Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
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Who Are Drunk Drivers? Earthquake

PUBLISHED hy LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
why this has happened. But
By ROBERT BUCKHORN
Inc., Ocnio/Idation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald. October 20, 1931, and the West Kentuckian, WASHINGTON (UPI) — When there is a growing amount of
January 1, 1042.
you get into your car Mini scientific research to indicate
IM N. 4th Streak Murray, Eastoeky4171
about this: One out of the ner that the emphasis of the safety
may have been
50 drivers you pass will bi campaigns
JAMES C. WYLLIAMS, PUBLISHER,
core
of the problem
The
wrong.
drunk.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
Even worse, in the bloody is not the social drinker, but
or Public Voice it
which. In our opinion. are not for the beak
Litany of highway death staffs- the alcoholic, the experts now
interest of our readers.
By JOSEPH L. MYLIat
tics, he may be an alcoholic, say.
No
disputes
the
one
fact
that
NATIONAL REP3tESIDITA7TVES: WALLACE WITEIER CO., MOO unable to control his drinking
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Four
Madison Ave, Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New Yott, N.Y.. and thereby even more dange a driver who has had anythina
scientists reported Thursday
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mieh.
all
is
far
moii
at
drink
to
TOli.S.
that prospects are good for
If you pass the drunk safely, dangerous on the highway Mai
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for trarumlesion as
driver who had nothing. But developing an earthquake prethink how lucky you were. His a
Second Ohm Matter
Dr. Julian Waller, one of the diction system in the next 10
time has been slo
SUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per reaction
leading experts on years.
nation's
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, OM; by at least 15 per cent, and h alcohol and driving, told a
They also said it may be
times
more
likely
Is
about
25
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere WM. All service suliacript.ions 411.00.
possible, though more research
in
studies
group
study
federal
than
when
h
have an accident
California showed that alcoholic Is needed, to perfect a practical
"The Ootataiaikag Chia Aleut et & Cemeresafty he the
is sober.
drivers were involved in up to means of preventing some
Integrity of Rs Newspaper
Trouble Seeing
accidents quakes. Underground atomic
Just seeing you was a C2 per cent of the
drinking.
blasts conceivable could play a
involve
to
known
problem for him. A dr
part in this.
MONDAY — DECEMBER 29. 1909
driver's vision is like a man The American Medical AssoThese views were reported in
using sunglasses in a darken ciation, estimates at least six
the
Dec. 19 issues of Science
alcoholics
in
the
United
million
room.
Magazine by L.C. Pakiser,
This year 56,000 persons di t States, and Robert E. Helm,
Eaton, J.H. Healy and C.B.
In highway accidents— 16,000 deputy commissioner of the
Raleigh, scientists associated
Vehicle
State
Motor
New
York
LEDGER•TIKES RILE
more than have been killed in
with the U.S. Geological Surthe Vietnam War in five years. Department claims there are
National Center for
But the startling fact in the 700,000 alcoholics in his state. vey's
Earthquake Research, Menlo
have
them
Eighty
per
cent
of
is this: Drunks wer
Larry Jetton of Murray, senior chemistry major at Murray death toll
Park, Calif,
implicated in 25,000 of the drivers licenses, he says.
State College, has been awarded an assistantship for graduate ea
To this volatile situation, add In the past century earthfel Hies.
study here.
quakes have killed more than
Drunk driving is nothing new. one more factor. Nowhere in
Ortis Guthrie, Porter Chgcutt, Bill Dodson, Mason Billington,
1.500 persons and caused more
there
a
law
States
is
United
the
It started with the invention of
and Lester Garland have been installed as deacons of the Memorial
$1.3 billion damage in the
than
license
on
driver's
A MORTAR PIT at Due Lap, South Vietnam, makes a "living room" for a Christmas tree
the automobile. But the prob- revoking a
Baptist Church.
for Sgt. Buddy Bruek of Mississippi and Spec. 1 C. Ernesto Flores of California. Duc Lap
the grounds that he is an United States. A major quake
magnitude
lem
has
reached
a
Rev. Coy Garrett has been appointed to the Hardin Circuit of
in any of today's metropolitan
is a Special Forces iGreen Beret i Camp.
beyond the understanding of alcoholic.
the Methodist Church.
centers could multiply these
most
citizens.
Miss Elsie Janette Love and Charles Rudolph Thurman, Jr.,
statistics.
Last year, 800,000 persons
were married December 2'7 at the First Baptist Church.
Cannot Be Predicted
subject of earthquake contro.
accients
injured
in
were
moment, earthquakes But they were optimistic.
the
At
involving drunk drivers. The
(UPI)
•
cannot be predicted except in a
Can Be Triggered
(CompUtel by Pablialisters' Handy)
bill for economic damage—
geographic sense. It is
general
"It has been demonstrated,"
medical expenses, insurance
Iristiss
certain, seismologists say, that the four Menlo Park researchcosts, and property damage— is MYRA BRECKENRIDGE — Gore Vidal
it 2:00 and 7:30
major disasters are in the ers reported, "that earthquakes
AIRPORT—Arthur Halley
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
running at the rate of $500 VANISHED—Fletcher
Knebel
some quake-prone can be artifically triggered by
for
cards
million a month.
THE 'TOWER OP BABEL—
regions such as California.
Morris L. West
fluid injection (into deep holes),
Since the first drunk driver TOPAZ—Loon
Digs
science article the Impounding of reservoirs, and
killed, safety experts THE CONFEBSIONS OP NAT TURNER In their
was
Geological Survey scientists explosions of nuclear devices
StYTOZ1
tended to blame the social CHRISTY—Catherine
Marshall
A G. Walton was elected Master of Murray Lodge No. 105
AT POPULAR
said:
Updike
COUPLES—John
underground, and also that
drinker for the death toll which THE PRESIDENT'S PLANE IS MISSPRICES'
F. & A.M. Lester Nanny is senior warden.
"It seems reasonable to hope many earthquakes in California
was labeled a serious problem
ING — Robert .7 Berlina
prediction
of
short-range
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason as early as 1924.
that
ENDLESS NIGHT—Agatha Christie
and Nevada occur at depths
THE EXHIBMONIST—Henry Outten
Baker Broad Street, Murray, on December 23.
earthquakes —on the order of accessible to the drill."
Education Programs
may be
"Signs of a new year — closed for inventory. After Christmas
hours or days
"From these observations,"
There were education prothrough continuous the scientists said, "we can
clearance. Bowl games", from the column, "SeT & Heard Around grams on the hazards of THE NAKED APE—Desmond Morris
achieved
PARENT AND CD—
BETWEEN
Murray".
monitoring of grand tilt, strain, soberly conclude that it may be
Helm 0. Otnott
driving an drinking.. There
NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA—
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lassiter of Lexington spentthe Christmas
seismic activity, and possibly possible to develop a practical
were
tough penalties. The
Robert K.
weekend with relatives.
in the earth's method for artificially disloding
CROWD"—eltaptian Birmingham fluctuations
slogans— If You Drink-Don't 'YAM
THE DOUBLE HELIX—
Roam Dt,10411.il
Pf
magnetic
field."
One
for
'locked' sections of a major
the
James D. Watson
Drive, and Make
the
developments
In
OYPISY MOTH CIRCLES THE WORLD
"Several
fault (crack in the earth's
the Road Coffee— became part
—Sir Francis Chichester
1960s lead us to conclude," they crust), and to induce study
of the American culture. But THE WAY THINGS WORK —
Simon Ar Schuster
prospects
for
said, "that the
creep or periodic release of
still the death toll climbed.
THE ENGLISH—David Frost and
success during the next 10 accumulating elastic straing
Anthony Jay
There is no pat answer as to KENNEDY
AND JOHNSON—
quest for energy along the fault to inhibit
the
in
years
Evelyn Lincoln
are
prediction
earthquake
TOLEITOY—Henri Troyat
the natural accumulation of
RICICZNBACKIR—Zddie RIckenbaelter good
.
,•
=monis
191S-111S0--sufficient energy to produce a
Why standest thou afar off, 0 Lord? why laidest thou thyself in
George P Kerman
They were less definite on the disastrous earthquake."
times of trouble?— Psalm 10A.
Sonietirnes when you are sorely troubled, you think God has
surely deserted you, but be of good faith, He is with you always.
By United Press International
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — The Rev. Billy Graham following an
"ppearance at the Miami Rock Festival:
"I love these kids, I really do. I came expecting to be shouted
down but they were so polite and courteous to me. I believe we
will see some positive results. I believe the seed was sown."

CHERBOURG, France Grocer Pierre Bourn, commenting on
the disappearance of the local Israeli community following the departure of five French-built gunboats believed headed for Israel:
"No one said anything, but over the weeks I noticed fewer and
fewer faces I knew were coming in... I didn't pay much attention
at the time ... but now I know."

MANILA — Vice President Spiro T. Agnew upon his arrival in
the Philippines:
"We stand together on the threshold of a new decade which holds
challenge as well as bright promiee for both our nations."

Today is Monday, Dec. 29,
the 363rd day of 1969 with tea
to follow.
The moon is full.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Merury, Mars and Saturn.
On this diy in history:
In 1848, gas lights were
Installed in the White House for
the first time.
In 1851, the first Young Men's
Christian Association opened its
doors in Boston.
1940, Nazi Germany
In
conducted one of its most
violent bombings of London.
In 1964, the FBI entered the
investigation of a $233,000
Brinks
truck robbery just
outside Chicago.
--A thought for the day: Michel
de Montaigne said, "Man in
sooth is a marvelous, vain,
fickle and unstable subject."
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Henry Curtis, president of
American Business Products,
Inc., believes the fastest-growing
segment of tins market will be
carbon sets used to make several
copies from a single impression,
particularly on computer
printout.
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STABBED TO DEATH Police
in Somerville, Mass., are
seeking some clue in the
death of Lynn Ann Fournier,
3, who was f.,und stabbed to
death at the foot of the basement stairs. Her mother.
Mrs. Marilyn ,Fournier, 36,
seven months pregnant, had
left Lynn with Mr. and Mrs.
William Hughe3, downstairs
neighbors, while she went
shcpping. He fcund the body.
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REAL ESTATE PIt011uim- Here is the real estatelpituation the rah— Summit Conference in
Rabat. Morocco. is all about. They want -oMtanized milita action" against Israel.
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the United States Jan. 10, and
in the Northern states the best
time to view the astronomical
phenomenon will be about Jan.
15.
"It will be seen about two
hours after the sun sets, and
will continue to set later and
later, so that by the end of
January, it will be visible
about four hours after sunset," Norton said, The comet
will have a short tail and a
bright head.
Spectators should go where
haze and city lights won't
interfere and look toward the
southwe:st part of the night
sky.

happy
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TANKS ARTILLERY AIRFORCE PLANES

EGYPT

RENO, Nev. (UPI) — A
new comet, which now can be
seen south of the equator, will
become visible in the night
skies of the Northern Hemisphere, Jan. 6.
Japanese astronomers first
sighted the comet which was
named Tago-Sato-Kosaka-1969G after its discoverers.
"By January 3, it will be at
its most southerly point, then
it will begin to move north
rather rapidly," said Richard
Norton, curator of the University of Nevada's atmospherium-planetarium.
The fiery body will become
visible in the Southern part of

NEW YORK (UPI) —
Business supplies printing,
already more than a $2
billion-a-year market, will
double by 1975, according to a
top industry producer.
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"Those Daring
Young Men In
Their Jaunty
Jalopies"
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For that special one in your family (or for the whole family) here's a
terrific new gift idea: a TALLYMASTER Adding Machine. You can
trust TALLYMASTER because its made by Victor, America's largest
manufacturer of adding machines. Internal working parts made o
case hardened cadium plated steel_ Prints are easy to read, permanent
tape, totals to eight columns (999,999.99). In storage position,
occupies only 5" by 7" on desk. All TALLYMASTERS add, and
Every TALLYMASTER ,..part is warranted one year,
subtract.
including labor Fun to use, worthwhile to own. Truly a gift to count on.
The TALLYMASTER ELECTRIC

fully electric

$69.95

"Truly a Gift To Count On"

starring . .

* TONY CURTIS
* TERRY-THOMAS
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Sports Parade

Reed Leads Knicks
Over Suns Sunday

UK Meets
Miami, Ohio

By United Press Interiaatiocial
Browns' dressing room, they
noticed a chalked message on a
blackboard
not
tar
from
NEW YORK (CPO- Bad
Warfleld's locker which react
weather doesn't mean doodly "Rubber bands bend. Steel
bands don't bend at all."
cloo to Paul Warfield.
Only Half the Story
The sun needn't shine for him
That was only half the story.
to roll out of bed and have
Before the game, Blanton
good day.
If you were one of those who Collier made a few brief
watched
Cleveland demolish comments to the Browns in the
Dallas, 38-14, Sunday for the privacy of their quarters after
NFL's Eastern Conference title which, according to quarterand questionable pleasure o back Bill Nelsen, "Paul Warstood
tea
meeting Minnesota next week, field
and
had
then you know Warfield certain- something to say about Tom
Landry
talking
ly can play football.
about our
More than that, he can fire rubber band defense."
Now that's what you call
up a team, and if you can keep
a secret, Paul Warfield, that fudging a little.
Warfield had a good day
fine fellow who runs such
beautiful patterns, can fudge a against Dallas, grabbing eight
passes for 99 yards. Nelsen also
little, too.
He
did
before Sunday's had a delightful afternoon. The
Cowboys kept hoping to bother
contest in Dallas.
To fully appreciate the extent him by switching veteran Mel
of what Warfield did to fire up Renfro and rookie Otto BTOWD
the Browns on an otherwise between free safety and cornerrainy, miserable day, you have back.
to go back a few days before The Dallas' strategy didn't
the Cleveland-Dallas game to a faze the Cleveland quarterback
statement
made
by
Tom much.
"If I can get the ball to Paul
Landry, the Cowboys' coach.
Warfield, I don't care who's
Is Standup Guy
Landry is a stand-up guy. He covering him, 1 know Paul's
doesn't evade tough questions. gonna catch it," Nelsen said.
Besides, this wasn't a particle. That's in good or bad
With
or
without
larly tough one. The question weather.
was what kind of defense did he rubber bands.
feel the Browns would use
against Dallas
BLOOMINGTON,
M I n n.
"They have a containing type
(UPI).- The Minnesota Vikings
defense," Landry said. "There overcame a 10
-point halftime
defense bends, but does not
deficit to beat the Los Angeles
break."
Rams, 23-20, for the Western
Somewhere along the line
Paul Warfield, a member of the Conference championship of the
National Football League.
Browns' offensive unit, read
--what Tom Landry had to say
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(UPI)
about the Browns' defensive
- John Reaves threw a nine.
unit.
pass to All-American
yard
He had all the ammunition he
Alvarez to provide
Carlos
wanted,
Florida with a 14-13 upset
When the shooting was over
victory over Tennessee in the
Sunday and representatives of
Bowl.
Gator
the news media moved into the
By MILToN RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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Willis Reed was the New
York Knicks' strongman Sun.
day night as the Eastern
Division leader finished their
7,000-mile, three-game road trip
with a convincing victory over
the Phoenix Suns.
Reed, a 6-10 center, hit eight
straight Mid goals in the
Knicks' 45-point third period
and wound up with 32 points as
New York demolished Phoenix,
135-116, for their second consecutive victory. The Knicks,
after flying out to the West
Coast from New York on
Thursday, lost to the Los
Angeles Lakers before beating
the Seattle SuperSonics in
Vancouver, Can.
The Suns held a 57-52 lead at
intermission but Reed paced
the Kaiaks to a 72 per cent
shooting spree with 20 points in
the third period and New York
coasted to their 32nd victory in
39 games.
The Milwaukee Bucks, paced
by Lew Alcindor's 35 points,
moved to within a hall-game of
Baltimore in the East as they
defeated the Bullets, 133-124.
Flynn Robiason Laded 30 points
for
the Bucks while Jon
McGlocklin chipped in with 25.
Kevin Loughery had 27 for
Baltimor e.
Jerry West socred 11 of his 3'
points in the final period,
including the go-ahead basket
after a steal with 8:3'7 left in
the game to lead Los Angeles
to a 109-99 victory over the
Boston Celtics.
The
Philadelphia
76ers
sparked by Billy Cunningham's
29 points, exploded for 10
straight points early in the final By United Press International
period
to
down
the San
Francisco Warriors, 138-112.
Sometimes it doesn't pay to
score 48 points in a basketball
game - or even to show up.
Donnie
Freeman of the
Miami Floridians poured in all
those points Sunday night, but
the Dallas Chaparrals rallied
for a 136-134 overtime victory.

By CHARLES RICHARDS
UPI Sports Writer

Kentucky, its No. 1 national
ranking tested by Notre Dame
Saturday, seeks to notch its
eighth victory in as many
starts tonight, in a home game
against Miami of Ohio.
UCLA, the No. 2 team which
has been putting the scoreboard
clicking lately in its bid to
claim the top spot it held for so
long in the Lew Alcindor era,
also is in action. The Bruins
beat Georgia Tech, 121-90,
Saturday night to advance
against Princeton in the finals
of the Bruin Classic at Los
Angeles.
UCLA is unbeaten this year
In six games.
Kentucky got a career high of
42 points from Mike Pratt
Saturday but barely edged
Notre Dame, 102-100, The Irish
FORT LAUDERDALE — Missouri's crashing fullback, Ron
McBride gets a
trailed virtually all the way
handoff from quarterback Terry McMillan as they practice
for their Orange Bowl
but, on the 43 points of Austin
game with Penn State.
Carr, made a frantic attempt to
go ahead near the end.
Notre Dame plays next in the
Sugar Bowl Classic at New
Orleans, one of 10 basketball
tournaments that begin tonight.
Other tournaments starting
today are the Carolina Classic, Columbus, Ohio (UPI)-.Quarthe Charlotte Invitational, the terbacks Roman Gabriel of the
Gabor Bowl, the Gold Cons Los Angeles Rams and Daryle
of the
Oakland
Classic, the Hurricane Classic, Lamonica
blanked the East, 15.0, in the
By JOE CARNICELLI
the Kodak Classic, the Las Raiders will receive the Joseph
45th annual Shrine Game at
Sports
UPI
Writer
F.
Carr-Pete
Rozelle
trophies
at
Vegas Classic, the Poins
Stanford, Calif., and the Nor-ti
the All-Sports Banquet Jan. 23
Classic and the Senior Bowl.
and
South played to a 6-6 tie in
With the last weekend of 1969
or the Columbus Touchdown
The Holiday Festival tour- Club.
tthe Blue-Gray Game at Montnow history, the nation till
nament resumes in New Yor
welcome the new decade with gamery, Ala.
Texas meets a Notre Dam,
today, with Purdue slated to The trophies are given to the
players of the eye focused on such places as team which is making
meet Pennsylvania and St. outstanding
its first
Dallas, Miami, New Orleans
Bonaventure set to meet St. National and American Football
bowl appearance in 45 years.
and Pasadena,Calif.
'canes.
Joseph's of Philadelphia in the
Has Added Incentive
Thursday, New Year's Day
Calvin Hill of Dallas and
semifinals.
The
Longhorns have been
will be the biggest college
In the semifinals of the Far Sonny Jurgenson of Washington
given an added incentive in the
football
extravaganza
of
the
finished
second
and third in the
Fast Classic at Portland, Ore.,
season as Texas, the national game. Fred Steinmark, their
Washington State, Oregon, NFL voting. Greg Cook of
junior defensive back, bad a leg
champion, takes
on ,Notre
Cincinnati
Len
and
Dawson
of
Washington and Oregon Stat
amputated after the Arkansas
Dame
in
the
Cotton
Pent
Bowl,
Kansas
trailed
City
Lamonia
in
will play. In Oklahoma City, a
when
a
malignant
State tangles with Missouri in victory
the All-College Tournament, the AFL balloting.
tumor
was
discovered. Texas
the Orange Bowl, Arkansas
Tennessee an
strtteranked
meets Mississippi in the Sugar playes undoubtedly will need no
BEACH (UP!)-HaThe Kentucky eolonels Niagara have moved into the MIAMI '
Bowl and Michigan battles further inspiration.
Penn State, the nation's No. 2
manged to get to snowbound semifinals, along with Oklaho- rold Solomon of Silver Springs, Southern California in the Rose
ranked team, puts a 29-game
Md., and Chris Ever of Fort Bowl,
Denver only two hours late for ma City and Memphis State.
The Quaker City Tournamen Lauderdale, Fla., won the boys
their American Basketball AsThe Gator Bowl was contest- unbeaten string on the line
sociation game with the Rock- at Philadelphia also moves into and girls 18-and-under titles of ed last Saturday, with Florida against a tough Missouri tean
NEW YORK (UP!)- Oklaho- ets - and then lost it, 135-112. its semifinal round. Still r the Orange Bowl International upsetting Tennessee, 14-13. In that tied for the Big Eight title.
maining are 15th-ranked VW.an- junior tennis championships.
Arkae-eas, which lost, 15-14, to
two All-Star eames. the West
ma's Steve Owens, the HeLsman In other ABA action, the New
ova, unbeaten Columbia, La.
Texas in its only defeat of the
the
topped
Nets
York
Pitthe other on an 88-yard pass Trophy winner,
and
Make
Salle and Cornell.
year, takes on Mississippi, a
By ED FITE
interception. Don
Cockcro Phipps of Purdue, the runner- tsburgh Pipers, 134.128, in the
team which has specialized in
UPI Sports Writer
kicked in with a 29-yard Bei up, head the Time magazine first game of the Miami-Dallas
upsets this season.
goal.
All-America Team selected by doubleheader, and the Los
Michigan,
DALLAS (UPI)- A note of
which pulled off
The Cowboys lost the momen- American and National Football Angeles Stars whipped the
the biggest upset of the season
warning
to
the
Minnesota tum and the game early - on League chid
Carolina Cougars, 107-104.
scouts.
by beating top-ranked Ohio
Vikings: The Cleveland Browns the fourth play of the game,
Owens who led the nation in
State, is rated a three-point
think they are a good bad actually -and had the ball but
Ron
Boone's
15-footer
with
both rushing and scoring, and
favorite over Southern Califorweather tell club.
17 plays in all the first half for Penn State's Charlie Pittman two seconds left in regulation
nia, which is making its fourth
They proved it again Sunday a meager 39 yards total
were named as running backs play enabled Dallas to catch
consecutive Rose Bowl appea.
in a steady 40-degree Texas offense.
Miami,
111417,
and
the
Chanc
and Phipps and Louisiana
r ance.
rain by heaping a 38-14 case of
The turnins point came on Tech's Terry Bradshaw were broke free in the overtime,
Saturday's Gator Bowl had a
the miseries on the Dallas that early play - after the
Glen Combs wound te) with 39
named as quarterbacks.
touch of added drama behind it
Cowboys
in
the
National Dalas defense had held the
points,
including
that
five
kept
The receivers include Walker
as Doug Dickey, Tennessee's
Football League's Eastern Con- Browns and forced a punt.
Gillette of Richmond, Jim Dallas on top in the final 90
By ED SALNSBURY
coach, had been interviewed for
ference championship game.
Cockcroft's
punt
was a Mandich of Michigan and Ken seconds.
UPI Sports Writer
or
the same position at Florida
Now, it is on to Bloomington, miserable one, going almost
Burroughs of Texas Southern
when Ray Graves steps down.
Minn., and the Vikings' snow- straight up and drifting down
in while the tackles are Sid Smith
BLOOMINGTON,
M I n a,
Kentucky could not cope with
Seven-Yard Pass Winds
laced home base for the NFL the midst of Dallas blockers of
Southern California and Bob Denver's shooting. The Rockets (UPI)- Passing hero Joe Kapp
John Reaves passed seven
championship and a shot at the just across mItifleld.
McKay of Texas.
went 54.3 from the floor to 38.3 ran for the winning touchdown
yards to sophomore All-AmeriAmerican Football League
But the ball took a crazy
Ron Saul of Michigan State for the Colonels, with Julian and rugged Carl Eller smashed
can Carlos Alvarez for the
champ in the Jan. 11 Super bounce, hit Cowboy Rayfield and Chuck
Ciutchinson of Ohio Hammond keying a third-period BOMA Gabriel into the end
winning score and Florida held
Bowl in New Orleans.
Wright and gave Cleveland a State were listed at guard and Denver attack. Larry Jones zone for an insurance safety in
Tennessee at the three-yard
Bill Nelsen hit 18 of 27 passes tremendous lift when linebacker
Oklahoma's
Kee Mendenhall was high man for Denver with a fourth-period comeback Saline to insure the victory.
for 219 yards and although only Bob Matheson fell on it on the was
chosen at center.
turday and a 23-20 victory for
31.
Bob Anderson, of Colorado,
one of them went for a Dallas 34. The Browns moved
Defensively, Al Cowlings of
The LA-Carolina game hinged the Minnesota Vikings over the
scored the game's first touchtouchdown, his clutch third. in from there and Dallas never Southern
California and Phil on foul line accuracy, with the Los Angeles Rams.
down in the fourth quarter on a
down passing kept the scoring saw daylight again.
The triumph gave the Vikings
Owens of Utah State were Stars making good on 38 of 45
one-yard plunge and Dennis
drives alive.
named at end and Mike McCoy tree throws against the Cougars the championship of the NationShaw of San Diego State passed
Paul Warfield caught eight
of Notre Dame and Pent 19 for 30. George Stone pushed al Football League's Western
four yards to UCLA's Greg
passes for 99 yards and Leroy
State's Mike Red were selected in a field goal with less than 30 Conference and a berth in the
Jones for another touchdown in
Kelly, keyed on all the dreary
at tackle. The linebackers are seconds left to give LA a 105- league title game on the same
the West victory.
afternoon by the Dallas deSteve lainer of Tennessee, DOG 103 edge, and then iced the chilled Minnesota gridiron Jan.
Memphis State's David Berfense, managed 66 yards in 19
Paris of Stanford and John game with two free throws in 4 against the Eastern Conferrong intercepted a record four
carries, including one 39-yarder
Individual statistical leaders in Small of the citadel.
ence champion Cleveland
the last three seconds.
passes as the South tied the
that set up his touchdown from
the Eastern Conference NaSteve Tannen of Florida and
Bill Melchionni had 32 points Browns.
North in the Blue-Gray Game,
tional Football League playoff Tom Foley of
the onearard line.
The Vikings, who had the
Purdue were as the Nets eased by the
Iowa's Mike Cilek threw an 18game between Dallas and named at
Nelsen hit Milt Morin with a
cornerback and the Pipers. The New Yorkers led best won-lost record in the NFL
yard pass to Charles LongneckCleveland Sunday:
safeties are Ted Provost of 100-70 at the end of three in the regular season, 12-2,
six-yarder for the only passing
er of the Air Force in the first
CLEVELAND: Noshing — LeRoy R,l. Ohio State and Glenn Cannon
of periods, and when the Nets proved their championship
10-46i Bo Scoff, 11-3.1; Poising —
quarter for the North's only
touchdown.
Rookie
running Nelsen.
1S-V-215; Jerry RSorne, 2-2-35,
Mississippi.
reserves took over in the final class
in the second half
back Bo Scott, who carried 11 ReceivIne — Paul Warning, 4-911;
score. Jerry Don Sanders of
Mgt
Morin, 4-52
The team is composed of period, Pittsburgh ran up 50 Saturday, before a sellout home
Texas Tech kicked two field
teimes for 33 yards, got a pair
DALLAS: Ruining — Walt Garrison, seniors eligible for this year's points without ever getting too crowd of 49,700.
4
of touchdowns from the two- e49;
goals
of 30 and 36 yards in the
Colvin SOH, 117; POSSin0
pro football draft.
close to victory.
Trailing by 174 at the
Morten. S-24-97; Roger StoubocS, Craig
4-Syard line each. time. Rookie 44;
econd period for the South
Countian
Receiving — Roe Hayes, 4.44; Lance
Craves
Smith,
Adrian
intermission,
Minnesota
recornerback Walt Sumner got Rsreier, 3.41.
scoring.
sponded to Kapp's improved
The last two bowl games of
passing performance to put 16
1969 will be played Tuesday
points on the scoreboard, and
night (West ViaMa vs. South
the defense came to life to
Carolina in the Peach Bowl at
restrict the Rams, who had an
Atlanta) and Wednesday night
11-3 season mark, to only three
(Houston vs. Auburn in the
points.
Astro
Bowl at
Bluebonnet
It was a turnabout contest as
Houston).
the Rams scored three of the
four times they had the ball in
Adrian "Odie" Smith, a Farmington High School graduate,
the first half, on a three-yard
pass from Gabriel to Bob Klein6
has been traded by the Cincinnati Royals of the National BasrAit
ketball Association to the San Francisco Warriors.
a two-yard pass from Gabriel
Smith, who, played on the Uniyersity, of Kentucky's "Fid.
to Billy Truax and a 201.,yerd
eintwares,
a
oleo
dPn' Five" basketball team which won the NCAA championfield goal by Bruce Gossett But
By United Press International
ship in 1958, was traded for the Warrior's second-round draft
in the second half Gossett's 27folmade
was
trade
the
Announcement
of
year.
next
choice
of
essesweratift'41
yard field goal furnished the
0
Jan, 3
lowing San Francisco's 124-120 win over the Royals Thursday.
Rams' only points.
Miami- NFL Playoff Bowl
Graves Countian is the second Royal to be
former
The
Kapp
sparkled
throughout
the
„.
.t,4 "Wee
Dallas vs. Los Angeles.
sent to the Warriors this year. Earlier, center Jerry Lucas
game. Though he failed to pass
Jan, 4
0
•
tif`41.1`
0
61"."
± 411
went to Sap Francisco but suffered .a broken hand.
for a touchdown, his passes set
r *-1
•4.
Bloomington, Minn. - NFL
Smith. now in his eighth season in the NBA, is a 1-2 guard
up every Viking score. Dave
championship game: Cleveland
who excels as a foul sho9ter. He hit an .807 clip from the
osborn got the first two
rt. Minnesota.
line in the01967,68 campaign with the Royals. Smith is knoeso
touchdowns on one-yard plunOakland-AFL championship
throughout the NBA at a. fine shooter, a hustlet and a deges.
But
touchdown
first
on
the
S
fensive genius.
game: !Causes City vs. OakKapp completed four atraight
4
1
MOSf
the
voted
In the 1966 NEA all-Star -game, Smith was
land.
passes for 61 yards, three of
Valuable Player. Since then, however, he has been sidelined
Jan. 11
them to Gene washing
saa.aa,4e, 'V4
:
New Orleans- Super Bowl4,4
by injuries and relegated as a Royal reserve. for 49 yards, to put the ball on
after
basket
college
Smith played two years of junior
NFL denim:lion vs. AL chamKr..
the Rams' six.
graduation frem-Fer-Fataeld-thea Joined•
p.
Then trithe second half, Kapp
Rupp at Kentucky for his final two years of collegiate ay.
,
Jan. 17
ca:"
connected
Washington
with
on a
40.
theron
for
then
and
Army
the
in
years
Houston -AFL Allaatar Game.
later he played two
41-yard toss to put the ball on
team in tee AAU league. He was chosen for the U.S., Olympic,,
Cdwboy Quarterback Craig Morton Str;kes A Familiar Pose
J
.
the Rams' 12, while on the
Los Angeles-NFL Pro Bowl.
7
eventual winning score.—

Browns Belt Dallas 38-14
To Take Eastern Division

Gabriel, Lamonica
To Receive Awards

S.

Eyes Twilit Focus On Bowls
To Welcome In New Decade

Colonels Lose To
Denver 135-112

Phipps And
Owens Head
Time Team

Vikings Win
Western
Division

A Closer Look
At Title Game

ES

Royals Trade
Adrian Smith

•

Pro Football
Playoff Schedule

11141*-5401004106.
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Who Are Drunk Drivers? Earthquake

PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
why this has happened. HSI
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
By ROBERT BUCKHORN
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1938, mid the West Kentuckian. WASHINGTON (UPI) — When there is a growing amount of
January 1, UM.
you get into your car thinl scientific research to indicate
1113 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 431,11
about this: One out of the ner that the emphasis of the safety
may have been
50 drivers you pass will lat campaigns
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
core
of the problem
The
wrong.
drunk.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Edna'.
is not the social drinker, but
Even
worse,
in
the
bloody
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion are not for the beat
Litany of highway death staffs- the alcoholic, the experts now
interest of our readers. By JOSEPH L. MYLER
tics, he may be an alcoholic, say.
No one disputes the fact thal
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., MS unable to control his drinking
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Four
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y., and thereby even more dange- a driver who has had anything
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
to drink at all is far mor scientists reported Thursday
rous.
that prospects are good for
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission au
It you pass the drunk safely, dangerous on the highway than
Second Clam Matter
think how lucky you were. His a driver who had nothing. But developing an earthquake preDr. Julian Waller, one of the diction system in the next 10
SUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray. per week 350, per reaction time has been slowed nation's leading experts on years.
Month $1.5.2. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; by at least 15 per cent, and h alcohol and driving, told a
They also said it may be
Zones 1 & 2, 913.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions 48.00. is about 25 times more likely to
have an accident than when h federal study group studies In possible though more research
California showed that alcoholic Is needed, to perfect a practical
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Is sober,
drivers were involved in up to means of preventing some
Integrity of its Newspaper"
Trouble Seeing
Just seeing you was a 62 per cent of the accidents quakes. Underground atomic
blasts conceivable could play a
known to involve drinking.
problem for him. A dr
MONDAY — DECEMBER 22, I909
The American Medical Asso- part in this.
driver's vision is like a man
These views were reported in
elation, estimates at least six
using sunglasses in a darken
the
Dec. 19 issues of Science
alcoholics
in
the
United
million
room.
J.P.
This year 56,000 persons di States, and Robert E. Helm, Magazine by L.C. Pakiser,
In highway accidents— 16,000 deputy commissioner of the Eaton, J.H. Healy and C.13.
more than have been killed in New York State Motor Vehicle Raleigh, scientists associated
the Vietnam War in five years. Department claims there are with the U.S. Geological SurNational
Center for
But the startling fact in the 700,000 alcoholics in his state, vey's
Eighty per cent of them have Earthquake Research, Menlo
were
death
toll
is
this:
itrunks
Larry Jetton of Murray, senior chemistry major at Murray
Park, Cant
drivers licenses, he says.
State College, has been awarded an assistantship for graduate implicated in 25,000 of the
In the past century earthTo this volatile situation, add
fatalities,
study here.
one more factor. Nowhere in quakes have killed more than
Drunk
new.
driving
is
nothing
Ortis Guthrie, Porter Chilcutt, Bill Dodson, Mason Billington,
the United States is there a law 1,500 persons and caused more
,and Lester Garland have been installed as deacons of the Memorial It started with the invention of revoking a driver's license OD than $1.3 billion damage in the
A MORTAR PIT at Due Lap, South Vietnam, makes a "living room" for a Christmas tree
probthe
automobile.
But
the
Baptist Church.
the grounds that he is an United States. A major quake
for Sgt. Buddy Bruek of Mississippi and Spec. IC. Ernesto Flores of California. Due Lap
lem
has
reached
a
magnitude
Rev. Coy Garrett has been appointed to the Hardin Circuit of
In any of today's metropolitan
is a Special Forces (Green Beret( Camp.
beyond the understanding of alcoholic.
the Methodist Church.
centers could multiply these
most
citizens.
Miss Elsie Janette Love and Charles Rudolph Thurman, Jr.,
statistics.
Last year, 800,000 persons
were married December 27 at the First Baptist Church.
Cannot Be Predicted
were
injured
in
accients
subject of earthquake eontro.
BEST SELLERS
At the moment, earthquakes But they were optimistic.
involving drunk drivers. The
(UPI)
in
a
predicted
except
cannot
be
(Compiled by Ptibillakerat Weekly)
Can Be Triggered
bill for economic damage—
general geographic sense. It is
"It has been demonstrated,"
medical expenses, insurance
neaten
costs, and property damage— is MYRA BRECKENRIDGE — Gore Vidal certain, seismologists say, that the four Menlo Park researchat 2:00 and 7:30
major disasters are in the ers reported, "that earthquakes
renning at the rate of $500 AIRPORT—Arthur Halley
VANISHED—Fletcher Knebel
for some quake-prone can be artifically triggered by
cards
million a month.
THE TOWER OP BABEL-regions such as California.
Morris L. West
Since the first drunk driver TOPAZ'Loon
fluid injection (into deep holes),
TJria
was killed, 'safety experts TEl CONFESSIONS OP NAT TUR/41031 In their science article the Impounding of reservoirs and
Styron
Geological
Survey
scientists
explosions of nuclear devices
CWRISTY--Catherine Marshall
A G. Walton was elected Master of Murray Lodge No. 105 tended to blame the social COUPLZ8—John
said:
Updike
death toll which
drinker
for
the
underground, and also that
F. & A.M. Lester Nanny is senior warden.
TEl PRESIDENTS PLANE IS MISS"It seems reasonable to hope many earthquakes in California
was labeled a serious problem
INC) — Robert J. Seeing
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason
short-range
of
prediction
NIGHT—Agatha
Christie
that
ENDLESS
as early as 1924.
and Nevada occur at depths
EICHIBITIONIST—Henry Sutton
Baker, Broad Street, Murray, on December 23.
earthquakes — on the order of accessible to the drill."
Education Programs
"Signs of a new year — dosed for inventory. After Christmas
hours or days — may be
There were education pro"From these observations,"
clearance. Bowl games", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
TEl NAKID APE—Deemond Morris
achieved
through continuous the scientists said, "we can
grams on the hazards of SNIT7ZEN
AND CHILD—
Murray".
monitoring of grand tilt, strain, soberly conclude that it may be
Halm
. Ginott
driving an drinking. There
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lassiter of Lexington spent the Christmas
AND ALEXANDRA—
seismic activity, and possibly possible to develop a practical
were tough penalties. The
X. Mamie
weekend with relatives.
in the earth's method for artificially disloding
WD"--Stephen Birmingham fluctuations
slogans— II You Drink-Don't "OUR
TEl DOUBLE HELIX—
magnetic field."
Drive, and Make the One for
James D. Watson
'locked' sections of a major
MOTH CIRCLES THE WORLD
"Several developments in the fault (crack in the earth's
the Road Coffee— became part GYPSY
—Sir Francis Chichester
lead
us
to
conclude,"
they
1960s
of the American culture. But TEl WAY THINGS WORK —
crust), and to induce study
Simon it. Schuster
calif, "that the prospects for
still the death toll climbed.
creep or periodic release of
THE ZNOLISH—Davtd Prost and
success during the next 10 accumulating ela'stic straing,
Anthony Jay
There is no pat answer as to KENNEDY
AND JOHNSON—
the
quest for energy along the fault to inhibit
years
in
Evelyn Lincoln
TOLSTOY—Henri Troyat
prediction
are
earthquake
the natural accumulation of
RICZENBACKER--Eddie Rickenbaeller
good."
1525-1950—
anniores
sufficient energy to produce a
Why standest thou afar off, 0 Lord? why hidest thou thyself in
George P. Kerman
They were less definite on the disastrous earthquake."
times of trouble? — Psalm 10:1.
Sorhettioses when you are sorely troubled, you think God has
surely deserted you, but be of good taitn, He Is wItn you always.
By United Press International
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — The Rev. Billy Graham following an
...ppearance at the Miami Rock Festival:
"I love these kids, I really do. I came expecting to be shouted
down but they were so polite and courteous to me. I believe we
will see some positive results. I believe the seed was sown."

CHERBOURG, France — Grocer Pierre Bouin, commenting on
the disappearance of the local Israeli community following the departure of five French-built gunboats believed headed for Israel:
"No one said anything, but over the weeks I noticed fewer and
fewer faces I knew were coming in... I didn't pay much attention
but now I know."
at the time.

MANILA —Vice President Spiro T. Agnew upon his arrival in
the Philippines:
"We stand together on the threshold of a new decade which holds
challenge as well as bright promise for both our nations."

Today is Monday, Dec. 29,
the 363rd day of 1969 with Ns.
to follow.
The moon is full.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter,
The evening stars are Merets
ry, Mars mid Saturn,
On this city in history
In 1848, gas lights were
installed in the White House for
the first time.
In 1851, the first Young Men's
Christian Association opened its
doors in Boston.
In
1940, Nazi Germany
conducted one of its most
violent bombings of London.
In 1964, the FBI entered the
investigation of a $233,000
Brinks
truck robbery just
outside Chicago.
--A thought for the day: Michel
de Montaigne said, "Man in
sooth is a marvelous, vain,
fickle and unstable subject."

New Comet To Appear
In Night Skies Jan.6
RENO, Nev. (UPI) — A
comet, which now can be
seen south of the equator, will
become visible in the night
new

skies of the Northern Hemisphere,

Jan. 6.

Japanese
sighted
named

its
it

NAVY VESSELS

rather rapidly," said Richard
Norton, curator of the University of Nevada's at m o spherium-planetarium.
The fiery body will become
visible in the Southern part
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The comet
will have a short tail and a
bright head.
Spectators should go where
haze and city itghts won't
interfere and look toward the
southwest part of the night
ski.
set,
" Norton said.

already more than a $2
billion-a-year market, will
double by 1975, according to a
top industry producer.
Henry Curtis, president of
American Business Products,
., believes the fastest-growing
ent of this market will be
carbon sets used to make several
copies from a single impression,
particularly
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Police
STABBED TO DEATH
in Somerville, Mass., are
seeking some clue in the
death of Lynn Ann Fournier,
3, who was found stabbed to
death at the foot of the basement

stairs.

Mrs.

Marilyn

Her

mother,

Fournier, 36,

seven months pregnant, had
left Lynn with Mr. and Mrs.
William Hughes, downstairs

everyone

neighbors,

the convenience of

while

she

shopping. He found

went

the body.
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For that special one in your family (or for the whole family) here's a
terrific new gift idea; a TALLYMASTER Adding Machine You can
trust TALLYMASTER because its made by Victor, America's largest

* Today & Tues.*

ets.Civ
S"'* 1.4:4
Movie
heit'es worire-A0
-010rld litt

beans'

including labor Fun to use, worthwhile to own. Truly

The TALLYMASTER ELECTRIC

a gift to count on.

fully electric

"Truly a Gift To Count
On"
.

. starring . . .

* TONY CURTIS
C fr crt Shoe

manufacturer of, adding machines. Internal working parts made of
case hardened cadium plated steel. Prints are easy to read, permanent
tape, totals to eight columns (999,999 99). In storage position,
occupies only 5" by 7' on desk. All TALLYMASTERS add, and
subtract.
Every TALLYMASTER part is warranted one year,
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Reed Leads Knicks
Over Suns Sunday

Browns' dressing room, they
noticed a chalked message on a
blackboard
not
from
far
Wartteld's locker which react
NEW YORK (UPO- Bee
weather doesn't mean doodly "Rubber bands bend. Steel
bands don't bend at all."
doe to Paul Warfield.
Only Half the Story
The sun needn't shine for him
to roll out of bed and have a That was only half the story.
Before the game, Blanton
good day.
If you were one of those who Collier made a few brief
watched
Cleveland demolish comments to the Browns in the
Dallas, 38-14, Sunday for the privacy of their quarters after
NFL's Eastern Conference title which, according to quarterand questionable pleasure of back Bill Nelsen, "Paul Warstood
up
and
had
meeting Minnesota next week, field
then you know Warfield certain- something to say about Tom
Landry
talking
about our
ly can play football.
More than that, he can fire rubber band defense."
Now that's what you call
up a team, and if you can keep
a secret, Paul Warfield, that fudging a little.
Warfield had a good day
fine fellow who runs such
beautiful patterns, can fudge a against Dallas, grabbing eight
passes for 99 yards. Nelsen also
little, too.
He did
before Sunday's had a delightful afternoon. The
Cowboys kept hoping to bother
contest in Dallas.
To fully appreciate the extent him by switching veteran Mel
of what Warfield did to fire up Renfro and rookie Otto Brown
the Browns on an otherwise between free safety and cornerrainy, miserable day, you have back.
to go back a few days before The Dallas' strategy didn't
the Cleveland-Dallas game to a faze the Cleveland quarterback
statement
made
by
Tom much.
"Ill can get the ball to Paul
Landry, the Cowboys' coach.
Warfield, I don't care who's
Is Standup Guy
Landry is a stand-up guy. He covering him, I know Paul's
doesn't evade tough questions. gonna catch it," Nelsen said.
Besides, this wasn't a particu- That's in good or bad
With
or
without
larly tough one. The question weather.
was what kind of defense did he rubber tends.
feel the Browns would use
against Dallas
BLOOMINGTON,
Min
"They have a containing type
(UPI).- The Minnesota Vikings
defense," Landry said. "There overcame a 10-point
halftime
defense bends, but does not
deficit to beat the Los Angeles
break."
Rams, 23-20, for the Western
Somewhere along the line
Conference championship of the
Paul Warfield, a member of the
National Football League.
Browns' offensive unit, read
--what Tom Landry had to say
JACKSONVTLLE, Fla,(UPI)
about the Browns' defensive
- John Reaves threw a nine.
unit.
pass to All-American
yard
He had all the ammunition he
Carlos Alvarez to provide
wanted.
Florida with a 14-13 upset
When the shooting was over
victory over Tennessee in the
Sunday and representatives of
Gator Bowl.
the news media moved into the

ristm as tree
Duc Lap

PtY *
I 7:31I
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DALLAS (UPI)- A note of
warning
to
the
Minnesota
Vikings: The Cleveland Browns
think they are a good had
weather ball club.
They proved it again Sunday
in a steady 40-degree Texas
rain by heaping a 38-14 case of
the miseries on the Dallas
Cowboys
in
the
National
Football League's Eastern Conference championship game.
Now, it is on to Bloomington,
Minn., and the Vikings' snowlaced home base for the NFL
championship and a shot at the
American Football League
champ in the Jan. 11 Super
Bowl in New Orleans.
Bill Nelsen hit 18 of 27 passes
for 219 yards and although only
one of them went for a
touchdown, his clutch thirddown passing kept the scoring
drives alive.
Paul Warfield caught eight
passes for 99 yards and Leroy
Kelly, keyed on all the dreary
afternoon by the Dallas defense, managed 66 yards in 19
carries, including one 39-yarder
that set up his touchdown from
the one-yard line.
Nelsen hit Milt Morin with a
six-yarder for the only passing
touchdown.
Rookie
running
back Bo Scott, who carried 11
teimes for 33 yards, got a pair
of touchdowns from the twoyard line each time. Rookie
cornerback Walt Sumner got

Willis Reed was the New
York Knicks' strongman Sue,
day night as the Eastern
Division leader finished their
7,000-mile, three-game road trip
with a convincing victory over
the Phoenix Suns.
Reed, a 6-10 center, hit eight
straight field goals in the
Knicks' 45-point third period
and wound up with 32 points as
New York demolished Phoenix,
135-116, for their second consecutive victory. The Knicks,
after flying out to the West
Coast from New York on
Thursday, lost to the Los
Angeles Lakers before beating
the Seattle SuperSonics in
Vancouver, Can.
The Suns held a 57-52 lead at
intermission but Reed paced
the Knicks to a 72 per cent
shooting spree with 20 points in
the third period and New York
coasted to their 32nd victory in
39 games.
The Milwaukee Bucks, paced
by Lew Alcindoe's 35 points,
moved to within a hall-game of
Baltimore in the East as they
defeated the Bullets, 133-124.
Flynn Robinson added 30 points
for
the Bucks while Jon
McGlocklin chipped in with 25.
Kevin Loughery had 27 for
Baltimore.
Jerry West socred 11 of his 3'
points in the final period,
including the go-ahead basket
after a steal with 8:37 left in
the game to lead Los Angeles
to a 109-99 victory over the
Boston Celtics.
The
Philadelphia
76ers
sparked by Billy Cunningham's
29 points, exploded for 10
straight points early in the final By United Press International
period
to
down
the San
Francisco Warriors, 138412.
Somelirnes it doesn't pay to
scoree48 points in a basketball
gam0-or even to show up.
Freeman
Donnie
of the
Miami Floridians poured in all
those points Sunday night, but
the Dallas Chaparrals rallied
for a 136-134 overtime victory.

By CHARLES RICHARDS
UPI Sports Writer

Kentucky. its No. 1 national
ranking tested by Notre Dame
Saturday, seeks to notch its
eighth victory in as many
starts tonight, in a home game
against Miami of Ohio.
UCLA, the No. 2 team which
has been putting the scoreboard
clicking lately in its bid to
claim the top spot it held for so
long in the Lew Alcindor era,
also is in action. The Bruins
beat Georgia Tech, 121-90,
Saturday
night to advance
against Princeton in the finals
of the Bruin Classic at Los
Angeles.
UCLA is unbeaten this year
In six games.
'Kentucky got a career high of
42 points from Mike Pratt
Saturday
but barely edged
Notre Dame, 102-100. The Irish
FORT LAUDERDALE — Missouri's crashing fullback, Ron
McBride gets a
trailed virtually all the way
handoff from quarterback Terry McMillan as they practice for
their Orange Bowl
but, on the 43 points of Austin
game with Penn State.
Carr, made a frantic attempt to
go ahead near the end.
Notre Dame plays next in the
Sugar Bowl Classic at New
Orleans, one of 10 basketball
tournaments that begin tonight.
Other tournaments starting
today are the Carolina Classic, Columbus, Ohio (UPI)-Quarthe Charlotte Invitational. the terbacks Roman Gabriel of the
Gator Bowl, the Gold Coes Los Angeles Rams and Daryle
of the Oakland
blanked the East, 15-0, in the
Classic, the Hurricane Classic, Lamonica
By JOE CARNICELLI
45th
annual Shrine Game at
the Kodak Classic, the Las Raiders will receive the Joseph
UPI Sports Writer
F. Carr-Pete Rozelle trophies at
Stanford, Calif., and the Nortt
Vegas Classic, the POilLS
the All-Sports Banquet Jan. 23
and South played to a 6-6 tie in
Classic and the Swior Bowl.
With the last weekend of 1969
nf the Columbus Touchdown
tthe Blue-Gray Game at Monte
The Holiday Festival tour- Club
now history, the nation will
g mery, Ala,
nament resumes in New Yor
welcome the new decade with
Texas meets a Notre Dam,
today, with Purdue slated to The trophies are given to the eye focused on such places as
players
outstanding
of
the
team
which is making its first
meet Pennsylvania and St.
National and American Football Dallas, Miami, New Orleans
bowl appearance in 45 years.
Boaaventure set to meet St.
and Pasadena,Calif.
leaeues.
Has Added Incentive
Joseph's of Philadelphia in th
Thursday, New Year's Day
Calvin Hill of Dallas and
semifinals.
The
Longhorns have been
will be the biggest college
given an added incentive in the
In the semifinals of the Far Sonny Jurgenson of Washington football extravaganza
of the
second
in
the
finished
and
third
East Classic at Portland, Ore.,
game. Fred Steinmark, their
NFL voting. Greg Cook of season as Texas, the national
Washington State, Oregon,
champion, takes on Notre junior defensive back, had a leg
Washington and Oregon Stat Cincinnati and Len Dawson of Dame in the Cotton Bowl, Pent amputated after the Arkansas
City
trailed
Kansas
Lamonia
in
will play. In Oklahoma City, a
when
a
malignant
State tangles with Missouri in victory
tumor was discovered. Texas
the All-College Tournament, the AFL balloting.
Bowl,
Arkansas
Orange
the
Tennessee an
stxth-ranked
meets Mississippi in the Sugar playes undoubtedly will need no
Niagara
the
into
have
moved
MIAMI BEACH (UPI).- HaBowl and Michigan battles further inspiration.
The Kentucky eolonels
Penn Statd, the nation's No. 2
semifinals, along with Oklaho- rold Solomon of Silver Springs, Southern California
in the Rose
manged to get to snowbound
ranked
City
State.
and
Memphis
team, puts a 29-game
ma
Chris
Ever
and
of
Fort
Md.,
Denver only two hours late for
Bowl.
The Quaker City Tournament Lauderdale, Fla., won the boys The Gator Bowl was contest- unbeaten string on the line
their American Basketball AsPhiladelphia also moves into and girls 18-and-under titles of ed last Saturday, with Florida against a tough Missouri tean
sociation game with the Rock- at
semifinal round. Still re- the Orange Howl International upsetting Tennessee, 14-13. In that tied for the Big Eight title.
Its
NEW YORK (UP!)- Oklaho- ets - and thee lost it, 135-112.
Arkansas, which lost, 15-14,to
- Mining are 15th-ranked Villantwo All-Star games. the West
ma's Steve Owens, the Reisman In other ABA action, the New, ova, unbeaten Columbia, La- junior tennis championships.
Texas in its only defeat of the
the
Pittopped
Nets
York
the other on an 88-yard pass Trophy winner,
and • Mike
year, takes on Mississippi, a
Salle and Cornell.
interception. Don
Cockcro Phipps of Purdue, the runner- tsburgh Pipers, 134-128, in the
team which has specialized in
kicked in with a 29-yard fiel up, head the Time magazine first game of the Miami-Dallas
upsets this season.
goal.
AO-America Team selected by doubleheader, and the Los
Michigan,
which pulled off
the
Andes
whipped
Stars
The Cowboys lost the momen- American and National Football
the biggest upset of the season
Carolina Cougars, 107-104.
tum and the game early - on League chief scouts.
by beating top-ranked Ohio
the fourth play of the game, Owens, who led the nation in
State, is rated a three-point
15-footer
Ron
Boone's
with
actually
and had the ball but both rushing and scoring, and
favorite over Southern Califor17 plays in all the first half for Penn State's Charlie Pittman two seconds left in regulation
nia, which is making its fourth
a meager 39 yards total were named as running backs play enabled Dallas to catch
consecutive Rose Bowl appeaChane
Miami,
117-117,
and
the
offense.
and
Phil)Ps and Louisiana
rance,
The turning point came on Tech's Terry Bradshaw were broke free in the overtime.
Saturday's Gator Bowl had a
Glen Combs wound up with 39
that early play - after the named as quarterbacks.
touch of added drama behind it
including
kept
points,
five
that
Dabs defense had held the
The receivers include Walker
as Doug Dickey, Tennessee's
Browns and forced a punt.
By ED SAINSBURY
Gillette of Richmond, Jim Dallas on top in the final 90
coach, had been interviewed for
Cockcroft's
punt
was a Mandich of Michigan and Ken seconds.
UPI Sports Writer
the same position at Florida
miserable one, going almost Burroughs of Texas Southern
when Ray Graves steps down.
straight up and drifting down in while the tackles are Sid Smith
BLOOMINGTON,
M 1 n n.
Kentucky could not cope with
Seven-Yard Pass Winds
the midst of Dallas Lockers of Southern California and Bob Denver's shooting. The Rockets (UPI).- Passing hero Joe Kapp
John Reaves pas-sed seven
just across midfield.
ran
McKay of Texas.
for the winning touchdown
went 54.3 from the floor to 38.3
yards to sophomore All-AmeriBut the ball Wok a crazy
Ron Saul of Michigan State for the Colonels, with Julian and rugged Carl Eller smashed
can Carlos Alvarez for the
bounce, hit Cowboy Hayfield and Chuck Hutchinson of Ohio Hammond keying a third-period Roman Gabriel into the end
winning score and Florida held
Wright and gave Cleveland a State were listed at guard and Denver attack. Larry Jones zone for an insurance safety in
Tennessee at the three-yard
tremendous lift when linebacker Oklahoma's
Ken M esidenhall was high man for Denver with a fourth-period comeback Saline to insure the victory.
Bob Matheson fell on it on the was chosen at center.
turday and a 23-20 victory for
31.
Bob Anderson, of Colorado,
Dallas 34. The Browns moved
the
the
Vikings
Minnesota
over
Defensively, Al Cowlings of
The LA-Carolina game hinged
scored the game's first touchIn from there and Dallas never Southern Calibrate and Phil on foul line accuracy, with the Los Angeles Rams.
down in the fourth quarter on a
saw daylight again.
The triumph gave the Vikings
Owens of Utah State were Stars making good on 38 of 45
one-yard plunge and Bennie
McCoy
Mike
the
championship
the
Nationof
and
end
free throws against the Cougars
named at
Shaw of San Diego State passed
of Notre Dame and Penn 19 for 30. George Stone pushed al Football League's Western
four yards to UCLA's Greg
State's Mike Red were selected in a field goal with less than 30 Conference and a berth in the
Jones for another touchdown in
at tackle. The linebackers are seconds left to give LA a 105- league title game on the same
the West victory.
Steve Kiner of Tennessee, Don 103 edge, and then iced the chilled Minnesota gridiron Jan.
Memphis State's David BerParis of Stanford and John game with two free throws in 4 against the Eastern Conferrong intercepted a record four
Individital statistical leaders in Small of the citadel.
ence champion Cleveland
the last three seconds.
passes as the South tied the
the Eastern Conference NaSteve Tannest of Florida and
Bill Mete/Ilona! had 32 points Browns.
North in the Blue-Gray Game,
tional Football League playoff Tom Foley of Purdue were as the Nets
The Vikings, who had the
eased by the
Iowa's Mike Cilek threw an 18game between Dallas and named at cornerback
and the Pipers. The New Yorkers led best won-lost record in the NFL
yard pass to Charles LongneckCleveland Sunday:
safeties are Ted Provost of 100-70 at the end of three in the regular season, 12-2,
er of the Air Force in the first
CLEVELAND ItLoshIng — LeRoy Cc
Ohio State and Glenn Cannon of periods, and when the Nets proved their championship
quarter for the North's only
1046; Be Scott, 1113; Passing — till
Nelsen, 1147-219; Jerry Rnorne, 12-35,
in the second half
reserves took over in the final class
score. Jerry Don Sanders of
Receiving — Paul Wortieig, 11-9t; Asin
The team is composed of period, Pittsburgh ran up 50 Saturday, before a sellout home
Morin, 442
Texas Tech kicked two field
DALLAS:
,Ri,Ighlre_— ',Olt Garrison, seniors eligible for this year's points without ever getting too crowd of 49,700.
goals of 30 and 36 yards in the
Coin, 41111.
Poising
Trailing by 17-7 at the
pro football draft.
close to victory.
P9A409r,oi
I-1:;eer
tejl, C411
1
second period for the South
Adrian Smith, Craves Countian
44, Realii•olA0 — Bob Haves. 4-44, Lone*
intermission, Minnesota rescoring.
‘414,114, 141.
s-ponded to Kapp's improved
The last two bowl games of
passing performance to put 16
1969 will be played Tuesday
points on the scoreboard, and
night (West Virginia vs. South
the defense came to life to
Carolina in the Peach Bowl at
restrict the Rams, who had an
Atlanta) and Wednesday night
11-3 season mark, to only three
(Houston vs. Auburn in the
points.
Astro
Bowl at
Bluebonnet
U was a turnabout contest as
Houston).
the Rams scored three of the
four times they had the ball in
Adrian "Odle" Smith, a Farmington High School graduate,
the first half, on a three-yard
has been traded by the Cincinnat1.Szals of the National Baspass from Gabriel to Bob Klein,
ketball Association to the San Fr cisco Warriors.
a two-yard pass from Gabriel
"Fid• - -Smith, who played orrthe-University of Kentucky's
to Billy Truax and a 20-yard
championNCAA
the
won
which
team
basketball
dl'n' Five"
field goal by Bruce Gossett. But
By United Press International
ship in 1958, was traded for the Warrior's second-round draft
In the second half Gossett's 27was made foltrade
Announcement
the
of
year.
next
choice
of
yard field goal furnished the
Jan. 3
lowing San 'Francisco's 124-120 win over the Royals Thursday.
Rams' only points.
S Miami-- NFL Playoff Bowl:
The former Graves Countian, is the • second Royal'eto be
Kapp sparkled throughout the
Dallas vs. Los Angeles.
sent to the Warriors this year. Earlier, center Jerry. Lucas
game. Though he failed to pass
Jail. 4
went to San Francisco but,suffered a broken hand.
for a touchdown, his passes set
Blo9thingtu, Minn. - NFL
Smith, now in his eighth season in the NBA. is a 62 guard
up every Viking score. Dave
lie hit an .807 clip from the
shooter.
foul
champitinshlp
game Cleveland
a
as
excels
who
osborn got the first two
known
vs. Minnesota.
line in the 1967-68 campaign with the Royals. Smith is
touchdowns on one-yard plunOakland- AFL championship
throughout the NBA. as a fine shooter, a hustler and a deges. But on the first touchdown
•
game: Kansas City vs. Oakfensive genius.
Kapp completed foil straieht
Most
land.
In the 1966 NEA All-Slam game, Smith was voted the
passes for 61 yards, three of
Since then, however, he has been sidelined
Player.
Jan. 11
Valuable
them to Gene Washingtonton
New Orleans- Super Bowlby injuries and relegated A a Royal reserve.
for 49 yards, to put the ball on
played two years of junior college basketball after
NFL
Smith
champion vs. Al. chamthe Rams' six.
graduation from Farmington, and then joined Coach Adolph
pion.
Then in the second half, Kapp
play.
collegiate
Jan. 17
Rupp at Kentucky for his final tWo years of
connected with Washington on a
Houston -AFL All-atar Game.
Later he played two years in the Army and then for the Akron .
•
41.1451 loss to put the ball on
gle. 11-e*iiirenosen
-AAUTea
Jan. 18
Vie Rams' 12, while on the
team in 1946
Los Angeles-NFL Pro Bowl,
eventual WirininiZ score.

Browns Belt Dallas 38-14
To Take Eastern Division
By Ei.) iTE
UPI Sports Writer

MONDAY - DECEMBER 29. 1969

UK Meets
Miami, Ohio

By United Press internatioual
By MILTON RICHM.AN
UPI Sports Writer

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Gabriel, Lamonica
To Receive Awards

Eyes Will Focus On Bowls
To Welcome In New Decade

Colonels Lose To
Denver 135-112

Phipps And
Owens Head
Time Team

Vikings Win
Western
Division

A Closer Look
At Title Game

Pro Football
Playoff Schedule
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NEW YORK (CPO- The nes
calendars are marching on useflat or fat ones, round ones,
slim ones.
Calendars on towels, on desk
ornaments, on scrolls; Calendars with green covers, red
covers, black and white covers.
All-color covers. Calendars on
throw pillows.
The calendars with flowers,
landscapes, geome.
tries
and other delights for the
buildings,

wurs

NEW
By United Press International
Fill a new coffee hopper with
cold water to a marked line,
then pour in a full pound of
regular ground coffee. Put on
the lid. Leave overnight. In the
morning you will find that the
cold water has worked itself
through the coffee and a filter.
Result - a decanter of liquid
coffee. Either use at once or
stare in the refrigerator. 'When
you want a cup, measure a
tablespoon of liquid coffee into
a cup, add hot water and, says
the manufacturer of the new
coffee maker, you will enjoy the
best cup of coffee you ever
tasted. The decanter of instant
liquid will keep in the
refrigerator for weeks and will
make 32 cups.
( Abercrombie Cold Water
Coffee Maker, Abercrombie &
Fitch, New York, N. Y.).
* * *
Scientifically-designed space
age undergarments, of the kind
worn by Apollo astronauts on
their journey to the moon, have
been adapted for regular
consumer use The line of
men's briefs and shorts is the
newest among the consume:
products born of space
technology. The undergarments
dry in two-and-one-half minutes
- about four times as fast as
nylon, says the manufacturer.
(The Larson Co. Inc., McLean,
Va.).

eyes are to the right and left of
us, the north and the south of
us.
It
makes perplexing the
matter
of
choosing "the"
calendar to keep as one's very
personal one for the new year.
Best Are Ones You Read
The very best calendars in
the $130 million a year industry
are
the
ones
you
read.
Inspirational or comic.
The "comic relief" calendars
Include Mother Spector's Almanac. Among her housekeeping tips: "Store galoshes in the
bathtub." Other advice tells
how to toil water and make ice
cubes.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

• •

gether to make a winning hand.
Compatibility of residential
design is credited for much of
the success of a new "total
community" rising 55 miles
outside New York City. Development of Panther Valley a
2,000 acre community in Allawas predicated
muchy. N.J.
on three essentials: a gracious country-manor atmosphere, conservation of the area's natural beauty, and creaof "mix - and - meld"
tion
housing -- units varied to suit
individual tastes, yet coordinated with the site and with
each other.
To achieve this homogeneous
"feeling" reflected in
blend, architects were directed The charming single-family home

FASHIONETTES
By United Press International

*

The comic calendars are
among gift ones, representing
Art deco, the geometric
$15 million of the industry's
design of the 1930s, has
total sales.
One comical offering for the returned to the 1970s as a
somber world of business in popular sportswear look,
1970: "Paper Quips" by Robert according to Gentlemen's
Weintraub and with illustrations Quarterly. The men's magazine
by Rot Schan7er. The charac- shows " three colorful sports
ters, one office femme talking shirts, all reminiscent of the
to another, offer the working brilliant polychromes of the jazz
girl's point of view. They say age. A shiny sateen shirt with an
such things as:
-"He said he wasn't interested
in the height of fashion- just
Look for the Underwriter's
the height of my skirt."
(UL) label on trees
Laboratories
-"I told him I wanted a
with built-in electrical systems.
raise just so I could be in a tax
* 4*
bracket,"
indirect lighting on
only
Use
-"Shall I type this correctly
metal trees to avoid the
or the way he spelled it?"
possibility of electrical shock.

By ARMY ARCHEKD
Central Press Association

Correspondent

Psychiatric help
cost him a job!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. This isn't a problem that you (or anyone
else] can solve, but in recent years with so many enlightened
people seeking psychiatric help, it's well worth mentioning.
Several years ago I was depressed for a period of time,
and since I considered myself an enlightened person, I went
to a private psychiatrist. He assured me that there was
nothing seriously wrong, that I didn't need prolonged
psychiatric care, and after a few more appointments, be
dismissed me. That was the sum and total of my
"psychiatric treatment."
A year ago I applied for a position: I was asked, "Have
you ever had psychiatric treatment?" Seeing no reason to
conceal the truth, I mentioned jny experience.
In case you don't know this, there are many government
positions (and private onesj which cannot be held by anyone
with a "history" of psychiatric treatment.
You can be crazy as a loon, but if you've never been to a
psychiatrist you are clean as a whistle!
Now, what do you think of that?
"HISTORY IN HOUSTON"

to design all living units with
"the warmth, charm and homelike character of single family
homes". They did it with authenticity of design, quality
construction and luxury features.
More than half the homes in
Panther Valley are apartments
- some contemporary, most
traditional (in line with the
community's Colonial theme),
and all autheniically styled.
Single-family "warmth and
charm" were created with the
elegant and extensive use of
wood. All windows, doors and
woodwork (such as molding,
trim, staircases and mantels)
are ponderosa pine - stock
units with a rich, custom look.

The Colonial apartments feature handsome wood panel entries with delicately-designed
pediments and sidelights;
multi-light double-hung wood

DEAR HISTORY: There are still in existence a number
of laws, rules, regulations. traditions, and precedents which
are unjust, archaic, senseless, and plain idiotic.
If a single session tor a hundred) with a psychiatrist
makes one a "mental case." then all psychoanalysts are
"mental cases," because in order to become a psychoanalyst
one must himself be psychoanalysed.
Steering clear of a psychiatrist's office does not
necessarily affirm one's good mental health. The person who
boasts that he's never been to a psychiatrist can be a lot
wicker than those who have
DEAR ABBY: Every Friday afternoon I baby-sit with

my grandchild so my daughter-in-law who is 28 can take her"
art lesspn.
Tim teacher is a male neighbor, and four other girls are
in this class,
Last Friday I noticed that my daughter-in-law was taking
her bathrobe to art class with her. Out of curiosity I asked
her why. Her answer shocked me. It seems the girls have
been taking turns posing In ttie nude as models-and it was
her turn that day.
She asked me not to mention it to my son, but I didn't
promise anything.
I don't want to start trouble between thern, but I think
her husband has a right to know about this, don't you? Or
NO NAME, PLEASE
should I keep my mouth shut?
DEAR NO NAME: I also think her husband has a right
to know. Aid tell her that if she doesn't tell him, you will.
CONFIDENTIAL TO M. G. M.: I DID write to President
Nixon. He ignored my letter.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Los Angeles, Cal.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
end Si to Abby. Boit 99790, Los Angeles. cal. 96089.

Shoppers, when reading food
additive labels, should be aware
of the fact that the ingredient
present in the largest amount is
listed first.
Wednesday, December 31
Among the cheese producing
The New Year's Eve Dance countries, the United States is
f3r adult members and out of the newest. The American
tcwn guests will be held at the Indian didn't include the art of
Calloway County Country Club cheese-making among
his
from nine p.m. to one a..n.
accomplishments; it arrived with
Hosts are Messrs and Mesdames
the early white settlers.
times R. Allbritten, C. C. Low* S *
ry, Louis C. Ryan, W. C. Elkins,
trees you select
Christmas
James E. Diuguid, Pete Heise,
should be fresh-looking and
and Charles Shuffett.
firm -needled. Saw off the butt
•••
an inch above the original cut,
Thursday, January 1
Mr. and Mrs Albert Cushy, stand the tree in water and keep
Sr., will observe their golden it there until you dispose of it wedding anniversary at their which should be soon after
home from two to five p.m. All Christmas day.
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

caL

•

I
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Miss Winters "fattens" up another role-as Ma Scrim.
"Bloody Mamma," she startled , to remain and do the job. Her
the reception committee by ask- air conditioner was fixed. AND
ing, "Where can I get some 'never again during the course of
goat's milk? I understand this "Bloody Mama" filming was
area is the goat's milk capital Shelley called to the set before
she was needed.
of the world."
By nightfall grateful goat's
• • •
milk canners had provided her
THIS WAS the Shelley Winwith Mx cases of their product ters onlookers delighted in see--enough to take a bath. How- ing. She fulfilled all the visions
ever, to this day, there is no they had stirred up their mind
proof that Shelley took so much about so-called Hollywood temas one sip of the stuff. But, her perament. She does it
right
request made a lot of local peo- here on the Hollywood sets, we
hurt
didn't
ple happy. And it
can assure the set visitors in
Hollywood's image either!
Arkansas.
• • •
However, the basic Shelley
A COUPLE of days later, the Winters is actually an intellihouse
a
at
company was filming
gent, perceptive and articulate
in the town of Mountain Home, actress who prefers to loosen
Ark. The temperature was in her explosive forces in behalf
the 100s, the air conditioner in of causes in which she believes.
her dreaming room trailer was
Shelley has written entertainout of whack and Shelley was
ment programs for the Fight
suffering from a mild case of
for Sight Society and has been
the flu. Nevertheless, she had
honored by them. She has made
been on the set for three hours
waiting to be called in front of numerous appearances for the
national Mental Health Associathe cameras.
Suddenly. her dressing room tion, helped launch the vital offtheater, worked for
door opened and Shelley stormed Broadway
forth shouting for the director, the Urban League, Fa)nris for
production manager. the assist- Israel, etc.

I

ant directo'r, electricians ;Ind
anyone else in her line of sight.
X I t'; !! ear
"Get my
and get me out of here,- she
yelled. -1'ni going home!"
It took a few minutes to calm
her down but she finally agreed

un
By

townhouses is a wise opening
bid in the housing game. But,
the dwellings must -meld" to-

Shtlity Weathers Waittline Wars

*8
.

Authentic Design Blends Homes.
In 'Mix-and-Match' C onimmlity

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4167

PAGE

A community "mix" of apartments, single-family homes and

.Helen Rose, designer of
clothes worn by movie stars,
Hallmark's "Great Moments says "nude" fashions are
in History Calendar" includes,"perpetrated by designers who
for May, a sketch of Michelan- do not give top priority to
women's best interests." She
gelo tailing off the scaffold in maintains the see-through shirts
the Sistine Chapel. Says one and pants and such essentially
portly monk to another portly are anti-feminine, anti-fashion.
monk
"Good fashions enhance - not
"Not only would wallpaper destroy - a woman's mystique,"
last longer but it would have she said.
* * *
been much cheaper."
Other
historical, if
not
hysterical documents among
many
new
Among
moments one is encoui
the
time-keeping ideas unveiled at
raged to cogitate on during
the Montres et Bijoux (watch
1970:
-On May 15 in 1'752 Bea and jewelry) show in Geneva,
Switzerland, was a jewelry watch
Franklin flew a kite, proving
with bracelet linked to a
lightning is electricity. On May
by a
16 of that year, "Franklin gets matching ring
diamond-studded chain. One
higher than a kite."
woman's watch had hands
Not Coming Home
- On Jan. 7 in some year, Bill studded with diamond brilliants
Bailey called and said he and there were several sets of a
matching watch, ring and
woutdn't be home.
necklace.

HOLLYWOOD-Shelley Winters doesn't care how she looks
-as long as she looks right
for her film roles. A perfectionist in her craft, Shelley added hip-padding, wore black steel
caps on her teeth and had her
hair dyed the color of "damp
redwood" for her role of Ma
Barker in her later years in
"Bloody Mama."
Shelley also had property
men teach her to fire a machine
gun for the final shootout with
the FBI, an event which took
place back in January, 1935.
And I suppose there may be
some who will say Faye Dunaway could have given her instructions from her Bonnie role
"Bonnie & Clyde." It's safe to
say that all concerned with
"Bloody Mama" are hopeful
their film does as well at the
boxoffice!
Shelley had earlier complained
to us- as only she can--that
she had worked hard to gain a
thin figure when-she was mud
as Jackie Gleason's wife in
"How Do I Love Thee"-and
was also told to look fatter!
Meanwhile, Jackie dropped 55
pounds during the filming to
further confound the filmmakers, as well as Shelley who had
added poundage. Then along
came "Bloody Mama" and Shelley was again fighting the battle of the bulges -in reverse.
• • •
THE Ma Barker role is probably her most different and
most difficult. Shelley Winters
is a peace-loving person who
fronts causes for same regularly. In person. there will be those
who argue her pacific attitude.
There's never a dull--or predictable -moment with Shelley
Winters. She's a two-sided coin.
She can ooze sweetness and
gentility or she can storm and
scream like a beserk banshee.
Academy
Winner of two
Awards and a four-time nominee, Shelley is first of all a
professional and she expects
those around her to be as professional. When they're not, she
can blow her top at their inefficiency.
Shelley displayed both temperaments again when portraying Ma Barker on location in
Arkansas. The locals loved her
most when she was acting like
the Shelley N'inters they'd heard
about!
• • •
WINTERS is always
LA
"good copy." Whatever she says
or does, it makes good copy
and, hopefully. good reading.
For example, when she alighted
from a small plane at Bull
Shoals. Ark.. for the start of
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New Calendars For 1970 Are Of Various
Colors, Shapes, Sizes, And Materials
By PA TR ICIA

&

windows, and elegant bows and
bays. In contemporary units,
wide-view casement windows,
which emphasize the "mode;n"
look, are stained to blend with
textured wood siding. Wood
sash sliding doors lead to spacious balconies. Most apartments offer as much living
space and as many amenities
as single-family homes outside

the community-often for less
money. The private home "feeling" was so carefully adhered
to that it's difficult to tell-except for the number of mailboxes at eath entrance-that
the units are multi-family.
To emphasize the community's Colonial aura, street signs

stripes.
schizophrenic wardrobe many parts to be worn
together or separately - comes on strong in spring fashion.
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THE HIGHLIGHTS of other
designer collections:

are hand-painted, rustic and
weathered. Gas lamps light the
streets. And, service buildings
like the bank, gas station and
motel are "disguised" as gracious old New England homes.
Combined with Panther Valley's traditional' charm are a
host of modern luxuries. These
include: an 18-hole golf course,
a ski association, a stately
mansion transformed into a
country club, air conditioning,
underground wiring including a
cable television system, and
complete shopping and recreational facilities. Planned for
completion by 1975, the community is expected to serve
about 2,000 families.
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Sarmi showed triple-layered
chiffon columns, bare-topped
and fastened with jev:Wd
pendants held by silk cords.
Some chiffons were sunburst
pleated, sashed in contrasting
chiffon, Necklines often were
slashed to a deep-V.
Jacques Tiffeau stayed sills
the pants look. He showed
them in all kinds of combinations.
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THE MANY-faceted look is
part of the layered trend the
nation'e trend -setting
designers are creating. It
takes more time to button,
zip, wrap and otherwise don
the many parts, but the wardrobes worn on the back is
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a boon to the woman who
likes to travel light.
Consider Geoffrey Beene's
floral printed ball gown, a
filmy long-sleeved affair. It
comes with matching pants,
giving the woman two looks
for the price of one.

Th.
For

OTHER LA YERED looks
seen at collections staged in

New York by the American
Designers Group for the nation's reporters included:
pants, tunic, jacket outfits;
ponchos over jumpers over
blouses with pants matching
the main parts; layers of chiffon gowns tamed with shawls;
suits with vest, blouses,
jackets, skirts and pants.
A layered-look in the Christian Dior-New York line consisted of pastel blue and lavender matching hip-length
jacket and flared pants. Other
parts included tunic-length
blouse and matching scarf to
be worn at the neck, around
the waist or turban-style.
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ADDING MACHINES

byVICTDR
fully electric adding machine only

ONE OF Pauline Trigere's
split personality outfits was
a navy and white tweed skirt
and huge cape. The blouse
- Miss Trigere called it, the
maillot - was styled similarly
to ballet dancer's one-piece
tights to prevent the usual
slip-oust of blouse incidents.
The skirt was the wrap-around
type.
Another three-part chic outfit came from David Crystal.
It included white pants, navy
double-knit sleeveless coat
(that can double as a jumper)
and shirt style tunic of horizontal red, white and blue

Federal inspection - a
x-supported activity - costs
ach man, woman, and child in

the Actors Studio worked for
them 20 years she's smart
Careful of spills. Sugar stains
enough to recognize commercial
movie making like "Wild in from soft drinks, fruit juices or
the Streets" and '•Bloody Ma- other beverages are difficult to
rethove.
ma"!
.
a

D4IES CAPSULES
1149
&wan" for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tonsion
Each Sapsule Contains
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Phenyitoloxamine Citrate
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Enjoy the speed and accuracy of a
TALLYMASTER adding machine to help
whisk through tax -time figuring chores
TALLYMASTER can breeze through the
job with capacity to spare. Totals 1C less
than 111,000,000 00 prints a permanent
and easy•to-read tape You can trust
TALLYMASTER because it is made by
Victor, America's largest manufacturer of
adding machines TALLYMASTERS add,
multiply, and subtract Retractable carrying handle. Stores upright on desk in 5x 7' space Internal working parts made
of case hardened cadium plated steel
Attractive avocado. All TALLYMASTERS
parts are guaranteed one year, including
labor. Be one of the smart Americans who
makes income tax figuring (alraost) fun,
buy a TALLYMASTER.
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DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky
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See

he United States about 50 cents
year. Inspection of meat and
ou I t ry assures that these
roducts have been prepared in
anitary surroundings, are
holesome and truthfully
abeled.
*•*
The word "polyphosphates"
ppears on the label of many
urkey roasts. This substance
mproves the storage stability of he product and prevents the
Although she's a veteran of evelopmeni of rancid flavors.
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these handsome Colonial apartments was created with
authentic design and the imaginative use of wood. Elegant entryways with traditionally-styled panel doors,
multi-pane windows, and louver shutters are all stock
units of ponderosa pine.

'Schizoid' Wardrobe
Layered for Spring
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UP11 - The
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unwary car traveler
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Vienna tourisrn up
New Hostelry
VIENNA (UPI) - Tourists in Addis Ababa
who visited Vienna during
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
August, 1969, numbered 15 per (UPI) - The 12-story 250-room
cent more than during August, Addis Ababa Hilton Hotel in the
1968, according to the Press and center of Addis Ababa was
Information Service of the City formally opened by Emperor
of Vienna. Most of the visitors Haile Selassie. The hotel, which
came from West Germany, cost $8.5 million, is set in 15
followed by the United States, acres of formal gardens almost
Italy, France, Great Britain and opposite the Imperial Palace and
Switzerland.
about five minutes from th
main shopping district

ma.

NEW YORK (UPI) Although the illumination from
a modern, outdoor gaslight is
soft and mellow, the picturesque
By MURRAY J. BROWN
should have to stop or slow fixtures themselves are
P.
UPI
Travel
Editor
down suddenly. And if you are exceptionally durable, the Gas
t,
NEW YORK (UPI) - Would being tailgated, move over as Appliance Manufacturers
Association reports. Aluminum,
1,4,,ou believe more Americans are soon as possible.
4w: ing on U.S. highways than on
- Don't be - or fight - a in sheet and cast forms, is used
roadhog or weaver. They are frequently because of its lasting,
file battlefields of Vietnam?
S It is shocking but true. And especially dangerous on crowded non-rusting qualities. Gaslights Oil rigs
highway victims include roads. But be considerate and constructed of steel are breed fish
of oil rigs. When a rig stands in
n,
a
women and children on allow for - and anticipate - invariably coated with porcelain
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) - Water for any length of time,
enamel
to
withstand
the
t starts out as a joyous "honest" mistakes by other
Commercial fishing catches in simple marine life begins to
elements.
iday and ends in a cacaphony drivers.
the Gulf of Mexico have form, and larger fish are
- Don't stop on highways or
(ik screeching tires, crumpling
increased as much as 600 pounds attracted.
rietal and shattering glass - and roads except in emergencies. It is
annually because of the presence
safer to proceed to the next exit Reservations
in a slab in a morgue.
: Highway deaths in the first if you miss your turnoff than to by computer
1;0 months of 1969 alone back up or cut across traffic. If
PARIS (UPI) - The first
shrpassed the total of American you must stop, open the hood computerized hotel reservation
servicemen killed in action and trunk and set up warning system to serve all of Europe
during almost nine years of the devices at least 100 yards away. will be put into operation by the
Vietnam war.
Never stand in the road and try end of 1969. The international
Pentagon figures, covering the to wave off oncoming cars.
teletype network will be linked
period from Jan. 1, 1961,
- Don't pass slower-moving to a computer system in Paris to
through Nov. 29, 1969, placed vehicles on blind hills or curves provide travelers with instant
the number of American war unless posted signs say it is reservations at hotels in major
dead at 39,642. That is a terrible permitted. And when you do, be cities across the continent.
toll.
careful - there could be a stalled
Hotels subscribing to the
Horrifying too is the fact that car around the bend or on the service will be listed in a catalog
46,450 persons were I illed in other side of the hill.
according to class, price and
motor vehicle accidents in the
- Do signal well in advance location. The Honeywell
United States from January when slowing down, changing computer system also will serve
through October 1969, lanes or turning off roads. And as a master file for each
according to the National Safety allow cars pulling onto the subscribing hotel and will
Council in Chicago.
highway in front of you time to provide detailed daily lists of
And with final figures from move into the traffic flow.
rooms with dates and names of
two more months, which
- Do keep windshield, people and companies who made
"Soper Right"
included two four-day holidays, windows and lights clean. And the reservations.
yet to come, indications are that lower your headlight beams
the 1969 total will equal, if not when approaching oncoming
* * *
surpass, the 55,200 deaths cars, even if they don't, or when
The average person has more
catching up with one in front.
recorded in 1968.
than a pound of phosphate in his
Last Christmas, 231 persons
- Do shift your positioi. blood, bones, brain, muscles and
were killed in highway accidents behind the wheel on long teeth.
By
during the one-day holiday. It distance trips to avoid becoming
THE
was a four-day weekend in 1969 too comfortable and drowsy.
and a heavy toll was anticipated. Move your eyes about to all windows and lights before
PIECE
The overall death toll for the overcome the possibly-hypnotic starting out. And clean off your
five previous holidays in 1969 effect of staring directly ahead. Shoes - snow or ice on the soles
was 2,514: New Year (one day) And pull off the road every two could cause the foot to slip off
170; Decoration Day (three hours or so and take a brake and clutch pedals or the
days) 597; July 4th (three days) muscle-stretching break.
accelerator.
609; Labor Day (three days)
- Be particularly cautious on
— Do keep a window Open,
612; and Thanksgiving (four even when
the weather is bad. bridges. Surfaces can be cooled
days)696.
Some experts say the radio can from below as well as above and
Tips on safety
divert your attention but if you usually will ice up before
Most of the accidents are
Whole POGO
must play it, listen to lively approach roads do. Roads under
attributed by highway safety
music or chatter. Or talk to the bridges and underpasses also are
Or
and other experts to driver error
other riders but without turning more likely to have icy patches
Legs
Whole
and carelessness. So here are
than open roads.
to look at them.
some tips from the same sources
lights
on
even
with
Drive
- Do be doubly careful
which could help save your life,
Boneisss Beef Roast
during the early morning and during the day so other drivers
and those of your family:
longer
your
car
(roan
will
see
late evening hours when the
L
- Don't drink strong liquors. rising or setting sun can be a distances. Use snow dr studded
Cap" John Breaded
Drunken drivers not only are a problem. And watch out for tires and carry chains, shovel and
s5s
menace to other drivers but to roads made slick by dew or mist sand for emergencies.
11(C1): 100
of
the
what
time
matter
No
themselves and their passengers. during the same hours.
in
is
- Don't exceed posted speed
Store Packed Sliced
Winter driving cap bes year, make sure your oar
limits. They are set for your particularly hazardous even for top shape before starting out.
Lb
safety. And if weather the most experienced drivers and Check, or have a mechanic test,
lights
steering
gear,
the
brakes,
Lois Sind
conditions are bad - such as extra precautions should be
11
snow, ice, heavy rains, fog, etc. taken. Recommendations based and battery, tires including the
Lt
*arr.
- slow down.
on a survey by an international spare, windshield wipers and
heater
and
washers,
and
- Don't tailgate, particularly car rental company (Hertz)
defrosters.
on heavily-traveled roads at high include:
And don't forget, before you
- Remove all snow and ice
speeds. Make sure there is lots of
space between you and the car from hood, roof, and outside even start the engine, to buckle
ahead to avoid colliding if he rear view mirror in addition to all seat belts.
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"Super Right"

12 59C

Apples
Sweet

GRAIN FED BEEF

Yams

120
29
290

Lb

Green

Steak
Sale!

For

MINOS

2 Bunches

Red
2

Radishes

Bunches

U.S. #1 RUSSET

lb.

Sirloin Steak
118

FRESH CHICKEN PARTS

lb. 68t

79c
79C

Pori Chops

That Oscar Proved Truiy Golden
For Vet Film Actor George Kennedy
By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — Talk about
a cost of living raise—George
Kennedy's salary for acting in
a movie has risen 30 times
above what it was only two
years ago when the industry
awarded him one of its Oscars
and catapulted him into star
status from "Supporting Ac‘(
tor."
the
complaining,"
"I'm not
big guy laughed, "but I feel
guilty--guilty that my talent
hasn't increased 30-fold!"
Not only has the money increased. but also the size of the
roles and his work schedule
have also swelled. He won the
Oscar, in case you forgot, playing "Dragline," the brutal inmate who mangled Paul Newman---and later became his best
buddy- --in "Cool Hand Luke."
Four days later, Kennedy was
in Spain doing "Guns of the
Magnificent Seven" and ever
since, Kennedy has been on a
movie merry-go-round.
• • •
KENNEDY did "Gaily Gaily"
with Melina Mercouri next, and
the always-pleasant Kennedy
admits that he and the Greek
goddess started off this film (in
the wrong foot - but after a
pleasant evening of supping and
sipping wine they found they
understood each other. Yes,
George's wife, Revel, also understood.
Next came "The Good Guys
And The Bad Guys" in which
SiP got above-the-title billing
lith Bob Mitchum. And that's
; sing-ylar status symbol in
billing - conscious Hollywood.
Then came "Airpott" in which
he shares star status with everyone from Dean Martin to Helen
Ha yes.
As for billing and experience
in his next film, "tick . . . tick
. . . tick." he is sandwiched between former football star Jim
Brown. rlaying his ninth film,
...anti two-time Ackienly Award
-Ncinner__,Bredric _Alarch...In_ his
rieture.
...-"
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CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
GOLDEN CREAM STYLE WHITE

•
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28 OZ.
BT LS.

lb.

*ciie Kernel Cl̀'r
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PRICES GOOD THRU
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4

Marvel Saltines
Bartlett Pears '—
ALP Sauerkraut
Tomato Juice swksbi
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Boxes
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Good Thru Sat, Jan. 3
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as oz. $100
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With This Coupon Good At
A & P Food Stores

Kleenex Towels

3 2-5011 Pip.$1.00
With This Couoon Good At
A & P Food Stores
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Eight O'Clock

COFFEE SALE
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BAG

JANE PARKER

APPLE PIES
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Instant Nescafe
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Safeguard Soap Spic IL Span Comet Cleanser
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Zest Soap
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ItYo Bread
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Fabric
Softener

Pre-Soak
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Lava Soap
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Crest Toothpaste
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Stardust

Top Job
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,

nit

With This Coupon Good At
Al, P Food Stores
Good It,, Sat. Jan, 3
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
Regular Price Without Coupon
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IT'S hard to believe that any

"IN THE ROLE," explained
Kennedy, "I'm forced to choose
between inborn prejudice and a
love for my home town. I'm
happy to report I make the decision most men should make
faced with the situation, as opposed to the typical Hollywood
decision that would make for
instant impost."
This is a sensitive role for a
guy who became almost helplessly stereotyped as a "heavy."
He stalked Joan Crawford with
an axe in "Strait Jacket," went
alter Cary. Grant with a stool
claw lit ''CharasTe" and wars

28
1

Regular Price Without Coupon

director would try and push
George Kennedy in recent role. around Kennedy "by terror."

•

BE

25E OFF LABEL
5-LB. 4-0Z. BOX

"After working with a few directors who rule by terror,"
the big actor admitted, "it was
wonderful to work with Nelson.
He is so gentle that at times he
transmits his thoughts by vibration rather than verbally!
And his performers get the message.
• • •

Nevertheless, we've yet to note
Kennedy's strong face ever
moving in anger or his rumbling
voice say an unkind word about
a fellow worker.
Kennedy is a family man who
finds it difficult to discuss any
topic without some mention of
his wife or children Kartanne
and Christripgger George. He's a
man who likes to sit on the
floor at informal parties He
and his family live in the hills
of the San Fernando Valley
rather than the plush hills of
Bel Air or Beverly which he
can now clasily afford.
Kennedy's life hasn't changed
much since the big night he was
handed the Oscar. Although he's
no • member of the jet siet he
has put his cost of living raime
to use bought his own plane.
Guess you could say he's now
up —there -with the.st ,
1 14,-.Year.
could say it, we WOV41

T-Bone Steak

1-L8
CANS

hired to assassinate Gregory
Peck in "Mirage."
Yet, George is one of the most
gentle men in the movies and
delighted that the g-old Oscar
helped open up a variety. of
roles. "Not that I'd turn down
a good 'heavy' role again," he
forewarns producers who may
be afraid to tackle him with a
"meanie" script. "The character
is important," says Kennedy,
"not the KIND of character,"
The man who created "Charly" and "Lillies Of. The Field,"
director Ralph Nelson, also directed "tick, tick, tick." He had
helped Cliff Robertson and Sidney Poitier respectively to win
Academy Awards. Who knows,
maybe he'll be responsible for
a repeat for Kennedy'

Brown plays the first black
man elected sheriff in a southern county, while Kennedy is
the long-time office holder who
Is defeated. (The film was shot
In northern California, by the
way, to avoid any problems In
its natural habitat).

YUKON CLUB
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THE WORLD'S BIGGEST JETLINER, the 231-foot Boeing 747, pretty much dwarfs that Boeing
707 on the runway at Kennedy Airport in New York. It flew in from
Seattle with 296
aboard—it can carry 490. It carries 14 stewardesses, the tail is six stories high. The
2,240mile hop was made in four hours, five minutes. The 7478 are $20 million
apiece.
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tamed the temper of the Khans
and the fierce Mongol horsemen withdrew to their Asian
stronghold.
After the Soviet Revolution in
1917, the Red army entered
Mongolia in 1921 and proclaimed it a Communist nation
the world's second, A
—
"people's republic" was officially declared in 1924 and an aid
By ILONA GAZDAG
with the Soviet
agreement
•
Union was signed in 1936.
BATOR, , Mongolia
ULAN
Geography destined Mongolia
(UPI)— The airport gleams in to play the role of pawn
•
stone and glass in this between Russia and Red China.
Communist land ,sandwiched It is surrounded entirely by the
between China and the Soviet two Communist giants with
Union, But the parking lot is each sharing about half of its
filled with horses tied to 8,000-mile border.
hitching posts.
When Mao Tse-tung and his
For this is a country of Communists seized China in
incongruities. There are more 1948, there were many who
horses and camels than cars. thought that Mongolia would
There are six-story, brand-new again become part of China.
apartment buildings in Ulan But Mongolia held fast.
Bator, the capital whose name
Competition Begins
means"Red Hero." Most
Thus began the Sino-Soviet
people live in huts and tents competition for Mongolia, and
across the country.
the greatest economic windfall
Factories are pitching up into In Mongolian history.
skyline of snow-capped
a
Both sides sent hundreds of
mountains. But this still is a millions of dollars worth of
land of nomads.
machinery, credits, technicians
Thousands of one-room por- and goods to Mongolia. In little
table tent houses known as more than a decade, the
yurts surround the city. Some Largest produced coal
and
have been pitched in the heart uranium
mines, flour and
of the capital, a city nestled up textile mills, glass and shc(
against mountains in a panora- factories, power plants, an
ma not unlike that of Deaver, airport, an oil refinery— even a
Colo.
circus and a candy factory.
Still Live In Yurts
The Communist government
Despite a building boom, discourages religion and little is
about 65 per cent of Mongolia': left of the Buddhism that once
1,170,000 people still live in flourished here,
yurts, carrying them from
Churches will be seriously di
place to place as they lead Ided, and perhaps torn apart, by
Congress'
their wandering lives in a controversy. They may suffer IMAGINE STAID
Charcountry nearly twice as big as substantial losses of member- surprise to see Rep.
this
in
R-Ill.,
Reid,
lotte
is
Texas. The animal population
ship and financial support.
for the final preabout 30 million, and distances
But even as they undergo this pantsuit
1970 session. She used to be
are still measured by "days on travail, their ancient message—
Annette King of radio fame.
horseback"
Religion Destroyed
gift from her
Only two-hundredths of one
When the Communists took The outfit, a
per cent of the country's over in 1921, the Bodgo Gegan, office staff, is black wool
territory is under cultivation. or living Buddha, was allowed. with gold buttons and a gold
The nation could be one of the to continue as the nominal head chain belt in back. She is
world's leading exporters of of state. But when he died in modeling it in the Rayburn
Room of the Capitol.
meat but much of it is disease 1924, his replacement was blocarrying and too dangerous for cked and the government restrthe international market. Mon- icted the recruiting of new lamgolians, over the centuries, as.
have become immune.
In the early 1930s, the lamas Bear to Cat
The history of Mongolia were executed. All but three For Harris
reached its zenith in the 13th churches and monasteries were
century when Genghis Khan destroyed.
and his successors conquered
In the yurts across the land, HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Phil
all of China and extended the traditional family altar has Harris, the voice of Baloo the
Mongol influences into what is been replaced with photographs bear in "The Jungle Book," has
and of family members. But if one been recalled by Disney studios
Hungary, Poland
now
Yugoslavia.
looks carefully, a tiny picture for the voice of an alley cat in
Mongols Withdraw
or statue of Buddha can usually the new animated feature."The
the be found tucked away in a crowd- Aristocrats."
Defeat, disease and
Buddhism ed corner.
of
establishment

&

TIMES —

Mongolia
Is Full Of
Incongruities

TV CAMEOS: Engelbert Humperdinck

Suicide: Calling Engelbert "Dorsey"
Sy MEL HEIMES
ENGELBERT HUMPE RDINCK?
Newsmen learn at an early
age never to make fun of anyone's name, but when I buttonholed this tall sideburned young
man to ask him about his new
ABC-TV series, I made the fatal mistake of saying look, now,
I just can't address you as
Engelbert, so how about Arnold
Dorsey, your real name?
You could have cut the atmosphere with the icebreaker
Manhattan. "You've started on
the wrong foot," Mr. Dorsey
said frostily. "I am Engelbert
Humperdinck. My mother and
father calleela me that and tny
wife calls me that. Or, Engel
for short."
He meant it, too.
•

•
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CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY DEC. 29
SALE STARTS TUESDAY 9 a.m. till 5 p.m.

• 4

Balm.
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en; and
Elgetric
Re‘rig
oven,

ALL FALL

*JEWELRY
* COATS
* READY TO WEAR * HAND BAGS
*SLEEPWEAR
* SPORTSWEAR
*BLOUSES
* SHOES
*ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL HOSIERY SALE
Four-fers
ARON PANTY HOSE
Two-fers
sale $250

4014 or
IT WIDE
carpeted,
Phone 7
TWO-B
rddriger
et furni
pets. $00.
deposit. 1
5792.
TWO house, 41
753-2325.
THREE-B z
124 baths,
Feb. 1. $
Phone 753
till 9:00 p
BUSINESS
West Ma
753-3069.

REG. $4,04*

Our Jargest Bra And Girdle Sale Ever
re Brands ammo.. More Styles
*
*PLAYTEX
$1.00 OFF
*159 LIVING STRETCH BRA
A, B, C, D

* 73 CROSS YOUR HEART
* 56 SOFT Uri PADDED
LIVING LONG LINE
A„ Stretch

All Stretch
A„ St„tch

OFF
$1.00 OFF
OFF

Lightly Padded A, B, C.

$1.00

A, B

1.00

B, C, D

*MAIDENFORM*

REG. $11.00 — SALE $9. 9

Extra Long Leg Panty Girdle - S-M-L-XL —

REG. $12.00 — SALE $9.99

4;

8182 OLEG CASSINI hARTERLESS PANTY
8181 OLEG LASSINI hARTERLESS WHOLE

Extra Control

TBX
Pet Shop
eling Dec
open Jan
EXTRA NI
mobile
ditioned,
$1,000.00.
BALDWIN
used
Piano
pleat Music
Past Office
I

..

11 6

REG. $4.50 — SALE $2.99

Honey White

UWE Honey White

;
REG
pies. Pho

ONE
weeks old.
Murray. P

*PETER
PAN*
91 CREPESET BANDEAU CONTOUR BRA
A, B, C

W carpets
remove th
pear with
electric

4

Back Panel - Action Back - Long Leg Panty - S - M- L
—

PIANOS,
others.
Baldwin,
Grant
Phone 527

S-M-L

Honey White

REG. $11.00
S ML — REG. $12.50

SALE $6.49
SALE

$9.99

1389 VO ;
automatic,
excellent
oaL Call 7

•

bad or good things in your career with your identity at the
time," he said. "Well, all the
good things have happened since
I became Englebert Bumperdinck, so I prefer that name.
He was NOT putting me on.

FIELDCREST WHITE SALE
—SHEETS—
Press Free Bleached and Florais
k°1 Twin, Double
Queen, King
V Flat .4 Fitted

•

BEDSPREADS
and

BLANKETS
— Fall and King Size —
Quitted, Woven, Florals, Thermo Blankets

IALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES SAVE UP TO 2521
CLOSE OUT * * * ALL YARD GOODS & NOTIONS * * * ALL MUST GO!!
YARD GOODS _ _ 50% OFF
TRIMMINGS_ _ up to 50% OFF TAPES — BRAID — FACING
_ _ _ card Itle
BUTTONS
ZIPPERS 7 to _ _ 3 FOR $I
BINDINGS __ 8 FOR $1
RN: iv THREAD __ 8 FOR $1
_ 1 PRICE
PATTERNS

•
'

22—

Reg. 15c to 35t

SORRY!
404 MAIN

Distributed by Kier--Feetureiritrndleate

s.wilma"••••••- a

BATH TOWELS
* HAND TOWELS
* WASH CLOTHS
Pink, Blue, Red, Black, Green, Orange,
Aqua, Florals, Solids

Ates
As Gerry Dorsoy, his first stag* name, Engolbert Humpardinck
swat:stied it out in show biz for a long time and got nowhere. Taking the famous German composer's tag did the trick.

Far as I could figure out.
Well, the good things have ment at New York's Royal Box • and turn on the telly and watch
happened; he's right, there M. cafe in the Americana, he went just anything. What I would
Dorsey was tagged Engelbert H. to London where he's starting like to do ultimately are films
late in 1966 and early in Janu- to tape the new series. At de- ' no, not the stage but I realary, 1967, his first Palladium parture time, he said the for- is' T need some work speechappearance came about, along mat had not been decided on wise. Musically, I like everywith the issuance of his first "but it will maintain the stand- thing. Has anyone influenced
big record. "Release Me." ard of the hour special," no if me? No. I have my own style."
Zoom. Now Mr. Dorsey has a you liked or didn't like that one,
The bizarre name, of course,
50,000-pound house in Eng- you know what's coming.
was taken from the German
•
•
of
"Millionaire
belt"
land's composer who wrote "Hansel
•
Surrey, he has two Rolls
MR. DORSEY has been around and Gretel" and other famous
Royces, one Mercedes, on e a comparatively long while; as items, and some of the Teutons
ccife and three children, and he far back as 1959 he did 42 are so much in arms about Mr.
is partnered with Torn ,Tones in weeks on "Song Parade," a Dorsey using the tag that he
a company called "Marn," that British television program, and is permitted to use only "Engelwent public not long ago and before that he was it factory bert," without the "Humperwhose stock rose from 13 shil- worker and a saxophonist with dinck," on his records released
lings thruppence to 52 and 6. . oh, almaid. ñri 'auscess. He. had in that country. "Although," he
cote to England front Madras, added, "the discs jockeys there
NOT TO overlook by any leuirt, having lived his first 11 often usA the full name."
means the fact that when he 'ears there because his father
I ASKED hint if drunks, the
went to South Africa on a tour. worked in India as an engineer..
He. not only appears on TV: bane of all nightclub, perform he was met by 16.000 persons
and a whole tribe of Zulus in he' watches it. "I don't get that ers, bothered hint in cafes, and
much chonce, of course," he he said no, not at all. I could
full battle dress.
TV gave him an hour-long SAM..\VI ;upping his orange terry believe it. The drunks wouldn't
special early in December. anti cloth .robe around him. -101 I,dare. Mr. Humperdinck, nee
then, after a auccessful engage- like to put my feet up at home Dorsey. conies on strong.
•

LITTLETONS STOREWIDE

— 661 CONCERTINA
*663 CONCERTINA

A BIT later, when the air had
thawed about five per cent, Mr.
Dorsey allowed that he didn't
like to think about his old, or
real name, or even the name
"Gerry Dorsey" that he once
used — because they hadn't
brought him good luck. "You
know how you tend to associate

•
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Long livers
in Cognac

MOW THE
FOR RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALM

WHY NOT rent while you stibp
foe a home? Four-bedroom brick
home, 2% blocks from campus,
city shcool district. Will lease
to i'August let. Phone 753-7772,
if .zo answer call 7537707.

PROFESSIONAL
r est den tisl painting. Brush, roll, rey.
Referancee. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486.
12.314

REDUCED for quick sale. Owner leaving Murray, January 1st.
Two-bedroom home with extra
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag car
peting throughout, beautiful
draperies and wall paper, electric heat and air-condirioeies
New Frigidaire appliances, includes range with self-cleaning
oven, refegerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice maker, also dishwasher and garbage
disposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N.
lath St. Phone 753-1474 or 7534775 after 5:00 p. m. for appointment.
Jan.-22C

BIAU'flLFUL NEW Valarah Lae
Ajiartments, South 16th Street,
acioas from Weetview Nimble
Haase. Two bedrooms, bath,
utility room, living mom, kitchen; and dining area. Carpeted.
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
Re4rigerstor, built in stove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone: 7534074 or 733.3855.
H4-2-C
12 WIDE modern mobile home,
carpeted, $90.00 per month.
Phone 733-8333.
D-30-C
TWO-BEDROOM duplex. Stove,
refrigerator and air conditioner furnished No children or
pets. $90.00 per month, $50.00
deposit. 1314 Vine. Phone 7535792.
TWO - BEDROOM furnished
412 Sycamore. Phone
2325.
D-30-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
1% baths, fireplace. Available
Feb. 1. $160.00 per month.
Phone 753-4891 from 9:00 a. m.
till 9:00 p. m.
D-31-C
BUSINESS BUILDING at 1301
West Main, 32' x 75'. Phone
753-3069.
J-5-C

FOR SALE
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, limed
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy OS,
Phone 527-8955, Benton, Ky.
Jan.-5-C
IF carpets look dull and drear,
ximsove the spots as they appier with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big K.
D-29-C

CHRISTMAS TREE
PICKUP
Sponsored By
the Hi-Y Club
of Murray High
TUES., DEC. 30, 1949
from
9 until Dark
500 per free
For Appointments
Call 753-4395
or 753-4395
on Tuesday

Complete Tower
and

SPACIOUS two-story traditional house, built less than two
years, four bedrooms, 21,4 baths,
living room, dining room, 31' x
13' family room, with fireplace,
two oar garage, central heat
and air, completely landscaped.
Phone 753-7905.
3-2-P

COGIskAC, France (UPI) There are more people 100 years
of age or older living in this
famed brandy district than any
_

AUTOS FOR SALM

1968
OLDSMOBILE 442
One owner, new car trade-in,
Bright red outside, red buck.,
et seats with console and
automatic shift in floor. Pa
wer steering. 15,281 miles. A
top notch car.
This Car Is Priced at

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TSRMITIIS
Eat Your Horne

.$237500

Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
S. 12th Street
Phone 753-2617

AUCTION, Saturday, January
3, 1970 at 1:00 p. m., across
from Hazel School at the Erritt
Dick place. Items for sale inEXPERT REPAIR ON
clude: living room suite, chairs,
lamps, Jenny Lind bed, bedCOLOR TV
roan suite, TV, refrigerator,
stove, breakfast room suite, dinette set, several pieces of old
TV Service Cente
furniture, some hand tools,
cook ware and dishes and other
312 N. 4th
Call 753-5865
items to numerous to mention. Wayne Wilson Auctioneer.
Phone 753-3263 or 753-5086.
D-31-C
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free estimates. Call 753-6123. Jan.-20-C
HELP WANTIDD
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
and all small appliances repair- CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-8067. 500 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
Jan.-8C female. Apply in person to Dare
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
PROMPT and guaranteed wash- phone calls please.
TF'C
er, dryer, range, dishwasher
and refrigerator service. Paul's WANTED: housekeeper to live
Phone 753-0865.
Jmi.-19-C in. Room and Board plus salD-30-C
ary. Phone 753-2984.

We still have that good
country Saiive

Phone 753-597e

SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street

Household S. Commercial

Phone 753-2953

Willis 0. Colson

"FAMILY" LAWYER--Charles
Manson, 35, the "Manson
family"

to his cell in

cult leader,
Los Angeles

after arguing that he be his
own

TFC

hippie

walks from Superior Court

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

11014 naorop
ETIPME111
Manuri
mom men mai
COP CEISM [IMMO

3-Diphthong
4-Heavenly body
5-Item of
1•Man's name
property
4.A continent
6-Sham
7.French plural
(abbr.)
article
6-Entreaties
11-Aromas
8-Dines
13-Cause
9-Conjunction
15-Parent (collo(') 10.Earher
16-Simplest
12-Compass point
18-Faroe Islands
14-Birds' homes
whirlwind
17-Arrow
19-Sun god
poison
21-Lease
20-Region
22-Transgressions 23-Preposition
29
24-Wile of
24-Pronoun
38-Polishes
51 Wheel tracks
Zeus
25-Among
53 Pitcher
39-Click beetle
26-Abound
57 Born
27-Mud
28-Openwork
41-Large oven
continent
58-A
fabric
30-Hebrew month
43-Likenesses
(abbr )
29-Dropsy
32-Performs
44-College degree 60-Poem
31-Wife of
Law
bbpr )
35-Rubber
y r•cab000e
bottomed 48(
62 Note of scale
Geraint
footwear
46 Chinese mile
64-Symbol for
33-Rupees (abbr.)
tellurium
34-Helps
36-Let fall
1
2
3 w
iatit 4
5 li:::::b
.6
7 ill!
wv.,118
0 SS
38-Pronoun
eee
40-Disagreeably
?A:4
moist
It
NC:0:13
I4
42-Weird
CV
i
ll
:
45-Sick
ill 1616
17
47-Check
"
17,
49-Indefinite
:Nak
. 72 23
Xe:419 20 PA 21
amount
itie4
Ca
!IAN.
50-Couple
24
25 '49 26
27 .7*,;211
52-Century plant
Mee
:.!:!:!:
54-Cooled lava
29
30
55-Latin
conjunction
3; 1.AL*
•••
56-Not identified
35 KcK 36
Aro!••••••
belII:.0../.1IElII
C!:!:!
59-Proceed
Al :4* 42
43 4.I
61 Sofa
341 .
39 la 40
i
4
.
1I1 11
:•XP:
63-Occupying.
.
4s Nk.:49
46 +V 47
all
chair
11,6o
X•74
65.Part of
51 i.:4•Z 52
50
53 495.4
:i•X
step
Pa•e.
:!:!:f
tg:fa
P.A.4.
66-Teutonic deity
.55
ilg56 57
67-Compass
Wail6°
point
6.1
61
Mg
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defense
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faces seven counts of murder
in the Sharon Tate

1 -Snake
7-Frightened

Vtieti

UUUU

'S:k:11I
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. Z9

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

PEANUTS

The main structure of the
Golden Gate Bridge used almost
100,000 tons of steel.

UU

at 41.10 Lb.
Makes water soft by getting
rid of irons and acids!

Angeles streets is drunk, according to the local chapter of the
National Safety Council.

mum

We Are Now Selling
COUNTRY HAMS

Filters

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-One
out of every 50 drivers on Los

UZZILIO

Lecoteg 100 Se. 13t5 St

Miracle Water

Intoxicating figure

OM 121101 000 MB
00030 0100 ORM
mai 000 MOON
UOMPO OOP
MOTOMM RUMOR
000 DOOM 000

Phrases 753-2914
NOTICE

grandchild/en."
Jules Michaud, also 102,
reads newspapers without
glasses, and ambles to a nearby
bistro every afternoon to argue
politics with a few younger
cronies.

[AM mrazon

ACROSS

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

Antenna Work

place else in France. The number
totaled 28 at the end of 1969.
Parties and family reunions
mark each birthday; great
grandchildren and long time
friends gather in homes to toast
the oldsters, sometimes with the
local "water of life," cognac,
and sometimes with champagne.
The oldest among the
centenarians is Madame Bertha
Proux, who was born Sept. 4,
1862. "One doesn't expert to
live so long," she told an
interviewer. "You know, I didn't
do it on purpose."
Caroline Campistron, 102,
said: "I feel as young as I did at
70. Each month I get a
permanent wave .ind every year I
g o camping with my

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Cali Tetley For FREE
leseection
Phew* 753-3914
Member Chamber of
Comment and Builders
AssociaUon. LCP-195

Contact Mac Fitts, Charlie
Jenkins, J. H. Nix.

AUCTION SALE

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY. A
mature executive type concerned about his future. A sincere
vulimmomm....mossmor desire to succeed, life time sales
THE MURRAY Aquarium and
position, no travel, excellent
Last of December
Pet Shop will close for remodstarting salary plus commiseling December 25. We will resions. "Equal Opportunity EmOffer Only
open January 3, 1970. .1-3-C
ployer M F". Call Dave Dummer 443-8765 or send resume to
NEW 1969 CHEVROLET
Drawer 691, Paducah, Kentucky.
VAN
EX'TRA NICE 1956 Pacemaker
J-9-C
Tinted windshield, rear door
mobile home, 8' x 36', air-conditioned, all electric. Price, glass, side door glass, aux$1,000.00. Phone 753-8496.
NOTICE
iliary seat, body side door,
D-29-C front stabilizer, heavy duty
BELTONE factory fresh twee
front springs, heavy duty Mg aid batteries for all make
BALDWIN ORGANS, neer and
black
rear springs. Yellow,
used Spinet 1-iervis. Lonardo
hearing Wds, Willis Drugs.
Piano Company. "Your Com- vinyl trim.
Trc
plete Music Store" Across from
Suggested Price $2619.25
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
Post Office, Pule, Teen.
SAVE $500.00
and refills are now available at
H-D-30-C
Selling Price ...
the Ledger & Times Office Sup
ONE WHITE Toy Poodle, eleven
ply store.
TFEC
$2179.25
weeks old. 503 Olive Street,
ELECTROLUX
Gmzs
&
SerContact Mac Fitts, Charlie
Murray. Phone 753-1246. D-30-C
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
Jenkins, J. H. Nix.
M. Sanders. Phone 952-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Jain.-90-C
Dwain Taylor
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
AU1'06
Chevrolet, Inc.
WWI
trimmed or removed. LandMurray,
Ky.
Street
12th
S.
1169 VOLKSWAGEN. 1965 Dart,
scaping. Yard care. For these
753-2617
Phone
automatic, four door. Both in
services call Kelley's Termite
d31c and Pest Conrtol 733-3914, loexcellent condition and are local Call 753-3579.
cated 100 South 13th Street
D-30-C
H-D-31-C
REGISTERED Irish setter lumpier. Phone 753-1748.
TFC
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(01-tAT ARE
40U ALL DRESSED
UP FOR?

CHARLIE BROWN, SNOOPY AND I
ARE SON& TO A SPORTS
BANQUET... WERE GOING TO BE
DINING WfTH FAMOUSATHLETES!

AUTOS FOR SALM

YOU'LL PROBABLY MAKE A
FOOL OUT OF YOURSELF
USING THE WRONG FORK...

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

ROLLO, WHY ARE
YOU WEARING
SUCH CRUMMY
CLOTHES'?

I DON'T WANT
MY NEW DOG
TO KNOW I'M
RICH

I WAN'T TO BE
SURE HE DOESN'T
LOVE ME JUST
POR MY MONEY

FOR

Abbie'
N Slats

____

by R. Van Buren

. . . _. . .-..h.o.-,
....
:._-. -,1..

RATHER THAN SuRRENDER TO
'THE INVADERS FROM OUTER
SPACE",BATHLES5 AND SLATS
CHOSE TO DESTROY THEM SELVES,., BLIT, .

I NEVER FiGGERED ON 11/14 WHAT HAPPENEC,
RUNNiNI INTO )OU IN HEAVEN, T' THEM Bi..ARETED
SPAGENIKS ?.2
POP,SO THIS HAS 6077'a4 BE
GOOD OLD TERRA FIRMA.'!
..-_-_,...-.....*_

TAKE A
LOOK OVER
YON DER!

Cie

WE LATTE NEC)
'EM LIKE A
SCHOOL 0'

MACKEREL-'•

IN

WHAT'RE WE
WAITIN' FOR ?
GRAB YOURSELF
A FISTFUL OP
ROPE AND LET'S
GET 1111.15Y.Y

YE R SURE WE RE
BOTH AMONGST THE
LiVIN', SLATS

Lil
'Abner

by Al Capp

4CYLL BE QUARANTINED TOO --

IF

DIGS A

TUWNEL

T
-

THROUGH
TO MOTHER
GROPP`I'S

OUTA TH1 RACE,Aw'SAFE FUM
MOONBEAM ANI'VeDDER
FRUITFUL!!

AH

KNEW V MAH

YO'D HAVE A MOTTO
A FILTI-N
isTRICK
AH'LlAVA I LABLE,
DO
AVAILABLE!! ANY-

THING
FO'A

PRICE!!

C;44:-.2
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Mrs. McClain

Letter To Editor

Dear Jim:

(Continued Pram Pegs 1)

(Celitismied Press Pegs 1)

Whether or not one agrees
convictions
the Post Oak to look for bugs. with Dr. Spock's
concerning the Vietnam conagree with Bab
The winter scene was brighten- flict, I must
Hulse's letter defending t h e
ed by a flash of brilliant rec as good Doctor's inalienable right
a male Cardinal came in to the to speak out and the .UniverTwin Oak tc get a better view sity's decision to provide the

.jc A Christmas Carol is termed "perhaps the
5
. most popular of all 19th century works of literature." This and Clement Clarke Moore's verses, "A
Visit from St. Nicholas" (Twits the night before
Christmas), are credited with having done,the most
to inculcate prevalent seasonal sentiments.
December 1869, a quarter of a century after initial
publication of A Christmas Carol, was not a festive
time for its author, Charles Dickens. He had returned
from a strenuous American tour as reader from his
works before 74 audiences) in ill-health, but was
buoyed by evidence the exhaustion of energy and submission to pain was justified. There had been denunciations of him in the United States for observations
In American Notes and Martin Chuzzlewit, after an
earlier tour. This time, another generation of Americans who had read Dombey and Son, Bleak House,
Little Dorrit, had stood in lines by hundreds to buy
tickets to see and hear Dickens. In Washington, the
President, the Cabinet, and the Supreme Court came in
a body to pay tribute.
Revivified in spirit, though not in body (at Christmas he suffered excruciatingly from gout), he worked
feverishly. He carried on revision of all his novels—
composed originally as serials and put hastily without
change into book form—for a new collected edition.
He started a new novel. He fulfilled engagements as
reader from his works in London. He received hospitably Americans who trooped to pay their respects
worshikafully. Then, to escape distractions from literary
labors at his home, Gad's Hill, he rented another house.
The Mystery of Edwin Drood was begun there. He
noted happily that the opening numbers "very, very
far outstripped every one of its predecessors."
It was not to be finished. When 1870 came, Dickens
was back at Gad's Hill, his last will & testament
penned with finality. A paralytic stroke killed him—
news that produced mass grief. No other writer had
touched the hearts, engraved his words upon the memories, of so many Americans of his time.
CLARK KINNAIRD

96

af the feeder,

1904 tri Graves °aunty and her
parents were William L. West
and Elinor McClain West. She
and her husband, G. W., who
survives here, were married
May 16, 1925. She had assisted her husband in his grocery
business at Five Points before
her illness. She was a member
of the First Methodist Church.
Survivors are her husband
G. W. McClain; one son, Joe Ed
McClain of Memphis, Tenn;
and one sister, Mrs. 0 J. Puckett of Mayfield.

facility for the occasion.

He was joined later by a drab

female, almost colorless except
for her red bill, and traces of
red on her topknot and wings.
Timid Juncoes dashed nervously from the feeder back to the
woods, the white feathers appearing and disappearing as
they twitted back and forth.
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Regarding Dr. Spock's interpretation of patriotism, or memingly his lack of it, he displayed
a distinct sense of morality sev.
eral days ago in an article in
either the Paducah Sun-Democrat or Louisville Courier Journal, I do not recall which, when
he condemned all forms of
pornography as well as those
who relish it. His criticism was

Funeral For Mrs.
Cooper
Is Today
movies

The fallowing story appeared on the front page of
the December 21 Issue of the Chicago Tribune and Is being reprinted bore for the interest of Ledger end Timms
•
readers.

Just for Kicks

Goat Post Wedding
Gift Talk of Town
BY ROBERT NOLTE
(mon risme MSS Sinks)
Murray, Ky., Dec, 20—A Kentucky bridegroom was given
a regulation-size football goal post today by his bride.
The wedding present fast became
the talk of this small northwestern

United Pr

NI

Kentucky town.
The bridegroom, Gary L Roedemeier, 27, stunned but happy, said he

leveled at producers of
and stage plays, at writers, pubhas always wanted a goal post.
lishers and all who make porno- SOMERSET Ky
— Fu"We'll kick field goals in the back
graphy and its adjuncts avail neral services were held today
yard, now," said Roedemeier, a teleable in any and all forms. He for Mrs. J. Sherman Cooper,
nearby Paducah.
emphasized the importance of mother of Sen. John Sherman vision newsman in
Kay
Pinkley,
20, Miss KenMiss
inhibitions
one controlling one's
Cooper, fl-Ky.
tucky in the 1968 U. S. A. pageant,
with respect to sexual inclinat.
Mrs. Cooper died Saturday at
ions. Surely, Dr. Spock is not Somerset City Hospital follow- decided her football fan fiance should
Looking quite a bit out of place,
all bad.
ing a brief illness, She was 88
have a goal post when be once coma Meadow Lark crouched by
Too many of us parents take and had been in serious condi- plained that there was no challenge to
the side of the road as we left
Mrs. 1Roedemeter
the easy way out and try to tion at the hospital since sufthe house. His brilliant yellow
kicking field goals without something
place all of the blame upon the fering a stroke on Dec. 14.
chest with its black necktie
to boot the ball between.
Supreme Court, excusing ourBorn Helen Gertrude, Tarter,
stood out clearly against the
The custom-made, 20-foot high iron goal post is reposing
selves entirely, whereas, these Mrs. Cooper was the daughter
snow.
purveyors of filth and &grad: of the late Judge Jerome Tart- In the newlyweds' back yard in Murray.
No. 4 Hyde Park, the author's refation could not stay in business er and Margaret Weddle Tartuge in his last year, as pictured in
Townspeople and unbelieving members of the wedding
Only two Starlings visited dur'for- Tong, if we made just half er. She married Judge Cooper party filed past the goal post before the marriage today, com"Charles Dickens 1812-1870: A Cening
the
ray
yesterday,
but
at
Simon
(pub.
by
tennial Volume"
as much effort denouncing and in 1899.
least five Blue Jays were in
menting on the unique gift.
& Schuster). He died June 9, 1870.
fighting them as we do those
Alter her husband's death
constant sight.
"Now Roedemeier gets one," exclaimed Charles Hanley,
with whom we disagree with, in 1924, Mrs. Cooper, then a
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
politically and ideologically, not mother of seven children, at- of Columbia, Mo., a groomsman and former school mate.
Pleblan in nature, the Jays ate to mention civil rights and law tended college at Eastern Ken- "We always wanted a goal post at the fraternity house."
tucky and the University of
everything in sight, culling no- and order.
while Sears Roebuck picked up
A scrub game of touch football was played while the
while Bethlehem gained 1/4 to thing.
Should one disagree with Dr Kentucky.
5,/e to 68%, and Communi
goal poet lay on the lawn. Two workmen carrying shovels and
27,
Gulf & Western rose 1% to
one's
school
else,
it
is
She
taught
elementary
anyone
Spock or
Satellite 3/s to 54. Amrcrn
20%.
a bag of ready-mix cement arrived shaking their heads while
A Brown Thrasher at the edge privilege to speak out, but when in Somerset for 21 years until
Telephone was unchanged at
the groom and his bride led the wedding party off to church.
to
his
endher retirement in 1948.
woods,
living
up
else
or
anyone
the
Dr.
Spock
of
49' .
She is survived by four dauname by making a big mess. eavors to make our country a
to 12,
I3enguet climbed
With his long bill, he threw more decent place for every- ghters and three sons.
Parker Pen 1 8 to 16% U.S.
Wannup needed
Rte. I. Mayfield; Mrs. Arlefie
leaves in all directions, seek- one, let us not ignore it but do
36, and
Smelting
12
to
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A ing bugs or anything else that all we can to encourage those
Burkeen, Rte, 6, Murray; Henri
American-South African Invest- locust
rtIUSt warm UO to 8 body seemed tasty.
Farris, Rte, 6, Murray;
NEW YORK (UPI).- Stocks
what
apcondemn
we
efforts.
If
ment 14 to 301/a. Memorex,
temperature of about 70 degrees
Shekell, Rte. 3, Murray; Al
opened firm today in moderate
pears bad, likewise, we should
ADULTS 71
however, fell 3 to 150%.
Fahrenheit before it can fly, says He made a bee-line for the applaud what we know to be
Cunningham, Rte. 6, Mut
turnover.
NURSERY
5
Eastman Kodak picked up %
the National Geographic. Seems flower bed under the window, good.
Mrs. Winnie Scarborough, Rtt
Hopes that Washington may
DECEMBER 26 1969
AO 79% among the chemicals, the coot of the
I, Murray.
soon ease up on its tight
night stiffens a where he continued his work. Incidentally, I support Presiat
steady
was
Monsanto
but
locust's muscles and it must bask When he caught us looking at dent Nixon's course in Vietnam
monetary policy played a key
ADIIISSIONS
36%.
George E. Stigger Jr., 54
in the sun before taking wing.
him, he fixed us with one eye, at this time, but who knows,
%.5
in
last
week's
late
role
Peen Central held unchanged
then with powerful strokes of history eventually might reveal manager at Kentucky Dam Viladvance, and some analysts
Mrs. Vera Ward, 109 Spruce, Admissions, December 25, 14169
at 29 in the rail group, and
his wings, retreated to t he that complete withdrawal was lage State Resort Park, has been
believe that strength could be
Master Mark Cassity, Route 5,
Murray; Mrs. Kaye Colson and
Lockheed was steady at 18
woods where his activity would the wiser alternative. I pray he appointed to fill the now-vacant
carried over, although they not.
Baby Boy, Rte. 2, Murray; Miss Benton; Clyde Collie, Route 1,
among the aerospace issues.
not be so public.
is not being ill-advised as was position of park manager at
Middle-age mortality
take
some
that
it
may
Cheri Oakley, Rte, 4, Murray; Murray; Dees Bynuna, Route 7,
Gulf ,Oil was unchanged at
Lyndon Johnson, but after see- Lake Barkley State Park.
COLUMBIA, Mo. (UPI) —
constructive news to sustain a
Wilbur Dyer, Rte, 6, Murray; Murray; Milton Walston, Route
30%,
31%, texaco 1/2 higher at
Woodpecker
inBellied
to
a
lengthy
A
Red
and
listening
ing
Middle-aged men die at an
rally.
Miss Reta Robinson, 504 Pine 2, Murray; Billy Schroeder, Rt.
by
occasioned
changes
up to 461/2, and
Mobil Vs
Other
Post
Oak,
the
on
TV
of
the
last
night
discussion
above-average rate, according to vestigating
Shortly alter the opening, the
Street,
Murray; Gene Knight, 1, Almo; Miss Evelyn Chester,
include
reassignment
% to 86.
Stigger's
Atlantic Richfield
U P I
scientists at the University of stump and anything else .hat this problem between Eric Sevmarketwide
indicator
Rte.
I,
Tram.
Hardin;
Cohen Stubble.. 1315 Vine Street, Murray; JamRaymond
transfer
of
Occidental added 1/a to 25%.
the
Missouri.
The
risk ef dying might offer fare for his body. aried and Secretary of State,
showed a gain of 0.11 per cent
Bridge
field,
601
Sycamore,St., Murray; es Outland, 808 Guthrie Drive,
Ford eased 1,2 to 42, but
William P. Rogers, I feel very mei, manager at Natural
among middle-aged whites is
on 401 issues crossing thetape.
managership
Mrs.
the
Dorothy
Park,
to
Sheeks, 1323 Main Murray; Edmon Jones, Route
State
Chrysler and American Motors
asking
dog,
is
outside
such
has
not
and
confident that
lowest in the Great Plains, they Lucky the
There were 170 advances, and
2, Farmington; Mrs. Effie HumVillage.
Dam
St.,
Kentucky
Murray;
Eddie Cook, 502
of
were unchanged at 35'4 and
said, and highest along the East for it. She dug in the flower will not be the cise, as long as
phrey, 1103 Sycamore, Murray;
128 declines.
North
6th,
Murray;
Gillus
Knight,
respectively.
pots on the front porch, pull- Mr. Rogers remains in PresiMrs. Rosa Jordan, 1306 AuduCoast.
Polaroid veined 1/2 to 123,
732 Nash Drive, Murray; Mrs.
U.S. Steel died 11 to 34%,
ing out the old roots of the Ger. dent Nixon's Cabinet. No one
Replacing Trammel at Naturbon Parkway, Louisville.
Hontus
Banks,
727
Murray
Court,
there
florished
impresswhich
ever,
in
politics
has
so
aniums
al Bridge will be Ralph Gibson,
Dismissals
during the past summer, and ed me as did Mr. Rogers,
now manager at Fort Boones- Murray.
Miss Elizabeth Futrell, Route
Sincerely,
scattered them along the walk.
borough State Park. Gibson's
1, Almo; Mrs. Mary Miles, 526
DISMISSALS
Mr. A. C. Koertner
No particular damage, just ,a
successor at Bonesborough will
Whitnell Ave., Murray; Mrs.
1631
College
Farm
Road
big mess.
be Earl Floyd, who is being proCharlene Dodd and baby boy,
Murray, Kentucky 42071 moted from his present positRoute 1, Mansfield, Tennessee;
Adding to her fun was the tear150s
8
.
ion of Maintenance Foreman at,Mr
Mrs. Clara Smiley, 408 North
Blieelimen
ontKing
Dr.,an
MdurBab
ray;y Mrs. 1st Street, Murray.
ing of the cover of the pakon
Butler State Park.
it:
,to
She
ripped
Sufi—
Swatzell and Baby Boy,
the patio.
shreds and had it scattered all
over creation. She's in the pup
stage which seems to call fin
(Continued From Page 1)
shredding anything that ii
shreddable.
gures show, the cost of such
services amounted to $89 in the
year for every man, woman and
child in the county.
IN THE PIECE
lb.
The comparable cost, in other
parts of the country, was $299
per capita and, in the State of
SLICED
Kentucky, $179.
lb'
Nationally,
the
outlay
for
Federal State Market News
Service, Dec. 29, 1969 Kentucky these local level operations
Purchase Area Hog Market Re- came to $59.5 billion in the
year, as against $39.8 billion in
port Includes 10 Buying Sta1962.
tions.
The rising cost of goveenmeet
Receipts 4133 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 75 cents Higher; Sows, has been a problem in almost
every locality, with public paySteady to 25 cents Higher.
US 2-3 200-230 lbs $28.00 28.50; rolls, the price of materials, the
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $27.50-28.00: demand for services and the
KITCHEN KRAFT
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $27.00-27.50; cost of le;rrowing all moving
US 3-4 260-290 ihs $26.50-27.00; upward.
In an effort to meet these
# 300 can
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $20.75-2L75, rising expenses, most communDRIED
Few at 522.50; ities have had to turn to bigJust call her "Pkgma"-the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ship Pathfinder (left). A group of Alaska
ger
taxes,
special
fees
and
a
US
1-3
300550
lbs
520.00-20.75;
Christian School orphans (right) maks a tour of the Pathfinder on her arrival at Horner, Alaska
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.50-20.00. variety of miscellaneous charges
1 lb.
(2 lbs. -- 39t)
and tolls.
By JONATHAN EDWARDS
when the children were invited
For Calloway County, the reCentral Press Association Correspondent
aboard for a tour and refreshport shows that genaral revenue
HOMER, Alaska--The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Ship ments, which included fresh Nee system
in the year came to $92 per
Pathfinder has the unusual distinction of being "foster mother"fruit,
for quarantine
can
to an orphan home. Not many ships can claim such a distinction.
capita as compared with the
The fruit was a real treat for
SAN FliANOSCO (UPI)
However, when you think about it, it's not unusual, for the them since fresh fruit has to
e89 per capita for expendituras
Successful clearam•i• iii ocean
Pathfinder is a lady! Ask any member of her crew and you'll be freighted to Homer and is
Of the revenue, 5.50 came
vessels through quarantine Its
II 303
get the reply, "Oh, she's a lady, all right."
very expensive. Fresh fruit is
from local taxes, fees and
Ow
radio
at
Port
canS
of
Sari Frau- charges and the rest from state
Of course, all ships belong to the feminine sex, but not all have therefore difficult to obtain,
d:WC° during a six -mouth
Adopted a covey of orphans. This the Pathfinder has done. And especially apples.
P' rim
and Federal payments.
• • •
has led the National C(nninini
while the officers and icrew of the ship frequently, change the
Many
governments
have
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE
vessel continues to maintain her special relationship with a
ON THE children's first visit cable I)isearie Center to extend found it necessary to go into
with
group of boys and girls who look forward eagerly each year to to the ship, the men of the Path- the procedure to all I
ports. bigger debt to raise money for
MUSHROOMS
— — —
her visits.
finder, seeing how much their
Known as -radio protium.," necessary capital improvements.
The orphans live at the Alaska Christian School in Homer, guests enjoyed the fruit, con- (lie system liermits unlit mini ',Imi1 mThe general debt in Calloway
VAN CAMP
an isolated Alaskan community
tributed more than $100 to buy Li, meet quarantine
requirements County is $62 per capita, accordof less than 1,000 people at the
cans
It isn't every kid who can fruit for the children. The con- *hilly
sea am! toPrt WITA ing to the report. Elsewhere in
entrance to Cook Inlet. When go aboard a ship and go on a tribution was enough to buy
for
directly to their berths to start the United States, local governthe deep snows and below-zero guided tour with an officer. 200 pounds of apples.
earg, operatii Ms,
ment debt averages $410 per
weather set in, their only com- "Gee," whispered one of them,
Since then, the Pathfinder has
wmal public health inspee- capita and, in Kentucky, $258.
munication with the outside "do you think he's an admiral?" given the children fresh fruit
world is by air..When the icel The children are shown
every year. This has been aug- titiii is pi'rim Walt'II at the berth,
the
breaks up, the ships start com- ship from bow to stern. Some of mented during the past two .anil in many vases erea inelrnbers
ing in from the "Lower 48" and l the older children explore
Christmas seasons by a collec- and passengers are in, ml I's anti tutu.
the
that's when the children start craft on their own. Then, after tion of clothing, toys and can- A total of LIM vessels were
cleared hy radii) al Sari Fratia
looking for the Pathfinder.
crawling up and down ladders dy.: contributed by the shigei
• • •
and peering into reefers, hatch- personnel and those of the Coast l'iS4'10 11111'41g till' :4.15 -1111 MOO Cs.
THE SHIP arrives around the es and holds, the children re- and Geodetic Suivey's Pacific periiiientai period.
The funeral for Frank P. DanMarine Center in Seattle, Wash.,
Fourth of July and 'again in turn to the wardroom.
•
iels of Frankfort was held FriThe Flicker investigated half
an apple we had placed under
the :mall Cedar. Apparently he
thought it too soft and soon left
it alone. He figured if he did
not have to drill for it, it was
not worth while.
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Today's
Stock Market

Hospital Report

Stigger Is Moved
To Barkley Park

Survey Ship Becomes a "Foster Mother"

Cost Of

SMOKED

JOWL

39
45

Purchase Area
Hog Market

p, 39c
99'

BEEF SHORT RIBS
CLUB STEAKS

BLACKEYE PEAS

2 eta:: 25°

BUCKEYE PEAS

20'

jusiiAUT

BUSH'S
RNIP GREENS

#1 3-roars 35'.

35'

SPAGHETTI DINNER

2

TUNA

the Pathfindet'all home port.
CCC
•
This is flown to the home.
The number of children who
NOW YOU KNOW
visit the ship varies, bid' generally About 25 or so. They include Indian. Aleut, Eskimo and
by United Press International
white children. The visit alio:aid
A bird's claw as called a talon
the ship usually lasts about an from the Latin "talus" meanhour and a half.
ing heel, because at least one
Alaska Chi istian School was claw on a bird's foot always
founded in 1953 by Bill :and points backward where the he,,I
Sarah Gates, who stilt riperate would be

4

.3

4.11esera•-te
..... +-+ +

We Wish You All A . .

day at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Jack Jones
officiating.
Pallbearers were Dan Hart,
Luther Nance, George Williams,
John Keel, Connie Carter, and
James Shelton The body was
placed in the receiving vault
for burial later in the Murray

located in mammals. Cemetery.

it.
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CLOSED NEW YEARS DAY

Frank P. Daniels'
Funeral Is Held

September. On each occasion,
There, of course, is where the
the children are prepared before
action is: the ice cream, cake,
hand for their visit to the vessel
cookies and other refreshments.
where they'll see their friends. That's
when some of the smaller
"the sailors."
kids forget their instructors'
The
are dressed in their directions ;and stretch their
Sunday clothes and placed on eageraarinds across the table to
their best manners Then they reach the food.
•
board the short .aelltni- bus ' More important even than the
which takes them on the 10- ice cream and cake is the fresh
mile trip to the dock where the fruit. The Pathfinder became inship is moored.
terested in the orphans in 1965

55'

f0•

Prosperous and Happy New Year!!
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Domestic social, labor
met head-on during the c

